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ABSTRACT

The RELAP code has been developed for best-estimate
transient simulation of light-water reactor coolant systems during
large and small break loss-of-coolant accidents and as well as
operational transients. The code models the coupled behavior of
the reactor coolant system and the core during a severe accident
transient and models large- and small-break loss-of-coolant
accidents and operational transients, such as anticipated transient
without scram, loss of offsite power, loss of feedwater, and loss of
flow. A generic modeling approach is used that permits as much
of a particular system to be modeled as necessary. Control system
and secondary system components are included to permit modeling
of plant controls, turbines, condensers, and secondary feedwater
conditioning systems.

RELAP5/MOD3 code documentation is divided into five
volumes: Volume I provides modeling theory and associated
numerical schemes; Volume II contains detailed instructions for
code application and input data preparation; Volume III provides
the results of developmental assessment cases that demonstrate and
verify the models used in the code; Volume IV presents a detailed
discussion of RELAP5 models and correlations; Volume V contains
guidelines that have evolved over the past several years through
use of the RELAP5 code; and Volume VI contains descriptions of
numerical modeling of two-phase flow used in RELAP5 and
discussions on stability, accuracy, and convergence of the numerical
techniques in RELAP5.

FIN L41817-RELAP5 Code Development
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The RELAP5 code is used by government regulators and the power industry in the United
States and many foreign countries to analyze the thermal-hydraulic transient behavior of reactors.
The equations, the physical models used in the equations, the methods of solutions, and the
recommended modeling and nodalization practices for users have been documented in specific
RELAP5 user manuals. The mathematical basis for the numerical method of solution used, however,
has not been fully documented in the RELAP5 manuals.

This research will describe the derivation process for the one-dimensional space-time averaged
two-phase flow equations used in the code, the assumptions made in the derivations, the solution
procedures, the constitutive models, and the accuracy, stability, and convergence of the calculations
to a solution of the original equations. In addition, numerical comparisons to analytical solution and
separate effects experiments are given for four simple problems, the water faucet problem, the
Edwards pipe problem, the Christensen's subcooled boiling problem, and the Oak Ridge void profile
problem.

The main results obtained in this work regarding the accuracy, stability, and convergence of the
calculations are as follows:

* The computational mesh size used should be compatible with the modeling scale

* The restriction of the analytic problem to a compatible mesh constitutes a well-posed
problem

* The numerical solutions are stable and convergent to a solution of the restriction of the
analytic problem to a compatible computational mesh.

Numerical studies show that the solutions are stable and convergent to the experimental data
for the Edwards pipe problem and the Christensen's subcooled boiling problem. In the absence of
interphase drag, the numerical solution for the water faucet problem is oscillatory in the transient.
The computed void fractions for the Oak Ridge void profile studies also show some oscillatory
behavior when the number of volumes is increased to 192.

Time step sensitivity studies are done for both MOD3 and MOD2.5 time smoothings for the
interphase heat transfer and drag coefficients for the Edwards pipe problem. It is shown that MOD3
time smoothing is time step insensitive and that the MOD2.5 time smoothing using Equation (3-57)
instead of Equation (3-58) is also time step insensitive.
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RELAP5/MOD3 Code Manual
Volume 6: Validation of Numerical

Techniques in RELAP5/MOD3

1. INTRODUCTION

The RELAP5 code is used by government regulators and the power industry in the United
States and many foreign countries to analyze the thermal-hydraulic transient behavior of reactors.
The confidence a user can have in results from the code is determined by the clarity and depth of
theory in the manuals describing the code and its limitations. At this time, manuals are available
describing the physical models used in the equations, describing the equations and methods of
solutions for programming purposes, and describing the recommended modelling and nodalization
practices for users. However, the mathematical basis for the numerical method of solution used is
found only in papers scattered through journals, in-house reports, and conference proceedings.
Hence, there is no clear basis for the accuracy, stability, or convergence of the calculations to a
solution of the original equations when applied to a specific problem.

This NUJREG/CR provides RELAP5 documentation sufficiently detailed that the domain of
applicability of the numerical techniques and necessary user procedures are both well defined and
that the users have increased confidence in the ability to distinguish between model deficiencies and
deficiencies in numerical techniques. This is achieved by providing a description of the origin of the
space-time averaged two-fluid model and a concise overview of the constitutive models in Section 2,
overview of the solution techniques in Section 3, a discussion of the regions of stability, accuracy, and
convergence in Section 4, and a comparison between experimental data or theory and numerical
simulations for several simple problems with various time steps and nodalizations in Section 5. The
final conclusion on the domain of stability and convergence (and therefore also the domain of
applicability of the numerical techniques from the users' point of view) is also given at the end of
Section 5. In addition, the gap between the theory and the observed well-posedness for coarse
meshes for the semi-implicit method in Stewart (1979) is bridged, in a certain sense, in this work.

Sections 2 and 3 borrow very heavily from Ransom (1989), who gives a very good account on
numerical modeling of two-phase flow problems. Part of Section 5 was taken from the thesis of
Krishnamurthy (1992).

1-1 NUREG/CR-5535





2. MODELING OF TWO-PHASE FLOW PROBLEMS

2.1 Introduction to Two-Phase Flow

Two-phase processes are found in a variety of engineered and natural systems, including boiling
systems used in nuclear power plants. The most distinguishing feature of two-phase processes is the
presence of an interface across which the fluid properties are essentially discontinuous. Additional
complications result from the fact that thermal nonequilibrium between the phases generally
accompanies the phase separation, and the fluid can exist in both stable and metastable states
(Lienhard 1984). During the past thirty years, the theoretical understanding and the empirical data
base for two-phase flow has grown significantly, and attempts to analytically model such flows has
progressed from early semi-empirical methods (Zuber and Staub 1967), to the more mechanistic
two-fluid models of today (Ransom et al., Richards et al. 1980, 1982, 1985; Micaelli 1987; Allison
et al. 1990).

2.1.1 Flow Regimes

Flow regimes are the result of a dynamic balance between the various forces at work in a two-
phase flow. Gravitational force has a dominant effect largely because of the buoyancy effect that
Other significant forces include surface teniion and viscous stresses.

The classifications given here refer to pipe flow, mainly because such flows have few degrees
of freedom and, therefore, are easier to classify. The major independent variables are orientation,
horizontal or vertical, up flow versus down flow, and heated or unheated. Rouhani and Sohal (1983)
identify six flow regimes for each pipe flow orientation, both horizontal and vertical: stratified smooth,
stratified wavy, plug, slug, annular, and bubbly. The dominant effect of gravity is such that the film
is significantly thicker at the bottom of the pipe than the top for horizontal annular flows.

When heat transfer is added, completely new flow regimes appear, such as inverted annular flow
and dispersed droplet flow. These flow regimes are associated with postcritical heat flux (CHF)
conditions. The post-C-F flow regimes that can exist with heat transfer under low and high flow
have been identified by Yadigaroglu (1978) and are illustrated in Figure 2-1. Condensation-induced
flow regime transitions are also observed and can result in severe water-hammer effects.

2.1.2 Thermodynamics of Two-Phase Systems

The thermodynamic behavior of a two-phase system is important for developing equations of
the state of the phases, and for establishing the equilibrium conditions for use in heat and mass
transfer modeling. Certain thermodynamics derivatives are also needed for linearizing the equations
of the state and for calculating equilibrium state reference properties, such as the saturation
temperature and the sound speed.

2.1.2.1 Conditions of Equilibrium. It is important that the 'phase of the two-phase
equilibrium be in thermal and mechanical equilibrium and that each component have the same free

2-1 NUREG/CR-5535
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Figure 2-1. Two-phase heat transfer and hydrodynamic regimes during reflooding.
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Modeling

energy in each phase that it appears. In the case of a single-component system, this reduces to equal
free energy for each phase. Hence,

h g(PT(P) )- Tsg(PT(P)) = h$P,T(P)) - Ts(P,T(P)) (2-1)

where

hk = phasic enthalpy (k = gj)

sk phasic entropy (k = g,f)

P = pressure

T = saturation temperature.

Differentiation of Equation (2-1) yields the following Clausius-Claperon equation:

(dPldT) = (s. - sf)I(Vg - Tf) (2-2)

where Vk is the phasic specific volume, and ps denotes the saturation pressure. This equation can
also be derived from one of the Maxwell relations (Van Wylen and Sonntag 1965), using the
mathematical condition for

dh = Tds + VdP

to be an exact differential. Equation (2-2) accurately represents the dependence of saturation
pressure on temperature and can therefore be used to extrapolate the interfacial temperature
dependence on pressure by a two-term Taylor series.

2.1.2.2 Equation of State. The thermal equations of state, Vk = Vk (Pk Tk), when combined
with caloric data hk = hk (PA, Tk), can be used to construct a T-S diagram for the single phase, as well
as the two-phase states of the system. Such diagrams are useful for identifying the subcooled liquid,
two-phase, and superheated vapor states (see Figure 2-2). The metastable states corresponding to
superheated liquid and subcooled vapor are illustrated in Figure 2-2 by extending the isobars for the
liquid and the vapor into the two-phase region. The lines end on the spinodial curves (Lienhard
1984), which are the limit curves for the metastable states. States beyond these lines are impossible
because they correspond to negative bulk modulus and are thus inherently unstable. In
nonequilibrium systems, interphase energy and mass transfer occur from the metastable states such
that the system tends toward the stable states. Hence, it is necessary for nonequilibrium modeling
to represent the thermal and caloric behavior of the phases in the metastable states, as well as the
stable and equilibrium states.
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Figure 2-2. Temperature--entropy diagram for two-phase system.

Three thermodynamic derivatives are very useful in numeric modeling of two-phase flows. They
are the coefficients of isobaric expansivity and isothermal compressibility as well as the specific heat
at constant pressure:

fik = (l/Vk) (dVTd°rk)Pk

Ck =- (1/V1 ) (avk/aPk)TK

Cpk - (ahk/J-Tk)Pk .

The subscript k designates the liquid or vapor phase.

From these three derivatives, the following four partial derivatives,
i.e., (apkJ/aPk),k, (aPk/4uk)Pk, (aTk/aPk),,k, and (aTk/auk)pk can be evaluated by

(apk/auk)Pk = Pk/[(CPk - VkPkPk)Vk] (2-3)

(aPk/lPk)uk = (CPk Kk TkVkfb/IE(CPk -- Vkftlpk)Vk] (2-4)

(aTk/IUk)Pk = 1/(CPk - Vk PkPk) (2-5)
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(OTk/aPk),k = -(PkKk - TkAk)/(CPk - VkPkPk.) (2-6)

Here, Uk is the phasic internal energy. Equations (2-3) and (2-4) are used in expanding the time
derivatives of the phasic densities in terms of the dependent variables using two-term Taylor series
expansions. Equations (2-5) and (2-6), when combined with dTr/dPk, are used in the implicit
(linearized) evaluation of the interphase temperature potentials Tf - T, and Tg - T., where T, is the
temperature that exists at the phase interphase and is usually assumed to be the saturation value
defined in terms of the phase pressure Pk. The interphase temperature potentials are used in the
interphase heat and mass transfer calculations. The isentropic sound speed, or bulk modulus, for an
equilibrium process in a two-phase mixture at equilibrium can also be computed from the
thermodynamic parameters previously defined. The sound speed is defined by

= V2(dP5/dT)2/D

where V is the specific volume of the mixture, a is the sound speed, and

D = X[CpgfT + Vg(dPS/dT)(OdPS/dT - 2 Pg)] (2-7)

+ (1 - X)]Cp/T + VldPs/dT)(yPS/dT - 2[f)]

where x is the mass fraction of vapor, and dPs/dT is given by Equation (2-2).

2.1.3 Two-Phase Flow Modeling

Prior to 1970, the predominant modeling approach was a pseudo-fluid model, the homogeneous
equilibrium model (HEM), in which thermal and mechanical equilibrium was assumed to exist
between the phases. This model was the basis for codes such as FLAASH, RELAPSE, RELAP2,
RELAP3, and RELAP4. The limitations inherent in the HEM model made it necessary to adopt a
conservative analytical approach called an evaluation model (EM). Uncertainties associated with this
approach and the potential penalties of excessive conservatism allow the two-fluid model to evolve
as the method of choice for modeling two-phase flows.

The advantage of the two-fluid model is that both mechanical nonequilibrium (slip between the
phases) and thermal nonequilibrium (different temperatures of the phases) can be modeled.
Mechanical nonequilibrium occurs in several physical processes present during a loss-of-coolant
accident. Examples include emergency core cooling water (when it is injected into the system it does
not immediately mix and flow at the same velocity as the steam) the core cooling water flowing down
the downcomer counter current to escaping steam, counter-current flowing of steam and water
occurring in the steam generator tubes during reflux cooling, and stratified flow occurring in
horizontal piping components with little interaction between liquid and vapor.

Historically, the modeling of thermal and fluid processes has proceeded by averaging over the
molecular details of the process to obtain a continuum description using the mathematics of
continuous functions. Integral conservation principles are reduced to a system of partial differential
equations by means of generalized transport theorems and cast as an initial/boundary value problem.
Finally, the differential formulation is discretized for numerical solution. For problems involving
stochastic processes such as turbulence and two-phase flow, a second integral averaging process is
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used to eliminate instantaneous details of the flow. In each averaging operation, information is lost
and it is necessary to supplement the formulation with constitutive or closure models.

2.2 Fluid Dynamic Modeling

This section describes how the space-time partial differential equations used as the basis of
RELAP5/MOD3 are derived.

2.2.1 Microscopic Fluid Processes

Averaged continuum models provide a means for describing macroscopic fluid processes. It is,
however, important to keep in mind the underlying microscopic processes and the inherent limitations
of the continuum description. Figure 2-3 illustrates the relevant length scales in two-phase physical
processes and their contrast to the length scales associated with the modeling and computational
processes.

The two-fluid model for two-phase flow is obtained from single-phase balance equations,
augmented by the balance equations that apply at interfaces, by averaging over the mesoscales of the
flow using either a sliding spatial volume and/or time segment, or an ensemble average at a point in
space and time. As shown in Figure 2-3, the mesoscale can range from microbubbles or fog droplet,
having scales that range from 10-5 m to as large as Taylor bubbles having dimensions up to 1 m.

Although the ensemble average is generally viewed as more fundamental (Drew and Wood 1985,
Ransom and Ramshaw 1988, Arnold 1988), the space-time average is used here because of its ease
in use in both experimentation and analysis.

2.2.2 Continuum Basis for Two-Phase Flow Models

2.2.2.1 Phasic Balance Equations. The balance between the time rate of change of the
property in the material volume and the increase of the property due to flux of the property across
the material boundaries and sources within the volume is

d/dtjr4~ dV = - J-n dA + f~jdV .(2-8)

Here, the material volume, R, is at time t and is deforming in space with the fluid motion; J is
the flux (vector or tensor) of the general property across the volume boundary S; * is a mass
intensive property; ý is a mass intensive source (scalar or vector, but written herein as a vector) of
the property; and p is the mass density. The operator d/dt is the ordinary derivative.

Mathematical manipulation of Equation (2-8) yields

a(pk T) /& + div (PkV...k) + div(Jk) - Pk'.k = O (2-9)
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Figure 2-3. Length scale in fluid systems and models.

The equations for conservation of mass, momentum, and energy within each phase can be easily
obtained from this relation. The respective conserved property, the corresponding surface flux, and
volume source are given in the first three columns of Table 2-1.

The phasic mass and momentum conservation are

apk/It + V (Pkek) = 0 (2-10)

a(PkVk)I& + V (PeekV) = V + Pk& (2-11)

where _£*k is the stress tensor, including pressure and viscous stresses, and Pkg is the acceleration
vector due to gravity or other body force.

The energy equation is obtained by taking T to be the phasic total energy, i.e., internal energy
plus kinetic energy; J is the sum of the heat flux fluid velocity vector qk and the inner product of the
stress tensor and the fluid velocity; and 4) is the sum of internal energy sources Qk and the inner
product of the body force vector and the velocity (Pk g • yk), i.e., potential energy. (In this case,
becomes a scalar, J a vector, and 4 a scalar).
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Table 2-1. Parameters of the general balance equation.

Property/variables Ak -k 4k

Mass 1 0 0

Momentum v Pi- gk g

Energy uk + Yk*_.k/2  -k + (P1J - "rk)eVk gYk + Qk/Pk

By subtracting off the mechanical energy equation, which is obtained by forming the scalar
product between the momentum equation and the velocity, term by term, and using the continuity
equation, we obtain the following thermal energy equation

O(pkUk)& + V • (PkUAVk) = -V" qk + rk : Vvk + Qk (2-12)

where uk is the phasic internal energy.

Equations (2-10), (2-11), and (2.12) are used to develop numerical models.

2.2.2.2 Interface Balance Equations. The main complications in two-phase flow modeling
occur in modeling the interface between the two phases. Because the interface between two fluids
is, in general, a non-Euclidean subspace, the methods of differential geometry need to be used to
obtain a mathematical description for the dynamic behavior of the interface. See Section 3.2 of
Ransom (1989) for a detailed discussion of the derivation of the interfacial differential conservation
relation.

2.2.2.3 Constitutive Models. The constitutive models needed for the phasic balance
equations are the equations of state for each fluid, transport property models, models for the stress
tensors, the heat flux vector models, and models for the sources of momentum and energy. Each
phase is considered to be homogeneous, and the thermal and caloric equations of state of each phase
k are

Pk = Pk (Uk, Pk)

Tk = Tk (Uk, Pk), k = f, g.

Each fluid is assumed to be Newtonian, so that the phasic stress tensor is the same as that for a
single-phase fluid,

"rk - -Pk- + 1Ak {-%(V'Vk)- + [Wk + (VVk)T]} (2-13)

where the superscript T on the velocity gradient tensor designates the transpose; Pk is the
thermodynamic pressure; and pk is the shear viscosity. The heat flux vector is simply defined using
the Fourier law of heat conduction for an isotropic medium, so that the thermal conductivity is an
invariant:
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qk = -K, V Tk (2-14)

where Kk is the thermal conductivity of phase k. Other constitutive models needed for the phasic
balance equations include the source of momentum and energy models within each phase. Only the
source of momentum due to body forces, the corresponding potential energy source, and internal
energy generation are considered.

The interface balance equations also require constitutive models for the equation of state for
the interfacial fluid, the interfacial stress tensor, and the heat flux vector. Vanderslice et al. (1966)
discuss them in detail. Ransom (1989, Section 3.5) provides a good summary of the relevant results
in this area. We note that the constitutive models for the two fluids and the interface, as well as
additional boundary conditions associated with the interface, completely determine the solutions for
the local instantaneous two-fluid model of the two-phase flow equations.

2.2.3 Space-Time Averaged Two-Fluid Models

The need for averaging arises for a variety of reasons. If a process has stochastic variations,
then usually it is not possible to seek a definite numerical value that represents its instantaneous
state. In such a case, it is necessary to describe the process in a statistical sense (i.e., by a mean and
a deviation, with the understanding that we can only define a particular state in a probablistic sense).
The behavior of matter on the molecular level is an example in which we can define a definite
average state; but the instantaneous state will fluctuate about this average in an apparently stochastic
way. The continuum model for material was devised to eliminate this uncertainty about the
microstate and replace it with a more deterministic macrostate model.

An additional reason for averaging is to seek a simpler description of a process. If the process
possesses mesoscale phenomena or structure, it may not be feasible, practical, or desirable to describe
the details of the mesoscale process. The classic example, other than two-phase flow, is flow in
porous media. For some applications, we may want to seek a simpler description by reducing the
dimensionality of the problem. Chordal or area averaging can be used to obtain a planar or one-
dimensional description, such as is done for pipe flow.

There are many possible averaging techniques that can be devised.
Ishii (1987) discusses many possibilities. The ensemble average is the most fundamental average and
is the basis for statistical methods. Other types of average, such as spatial and time average, are
useful concepts because we invariably experience the physical world in a spatial and time average
sense. A local instantaneous value is a mathematical concept that can only be approximated.

The definition of a statistical or ensemble average is simply an arithmetic average over a number
of realizations of the process or event. It is quite clear that when we are faced with stochastic
behavior that the ensemble average is appropriate and has the desired effect of removing unwanted
detail. In the case of multidimensional two-phase flow, this results in a local instant description in
which the characteristics of each phase, as well as the interface, are blended together. However, such
a description is still overly detailed, and it may be desirable to describe the system in terms of spatially
averaged properties. The need for spatial averaging arises both because we can only determine the
state of a system experimentally using finite volume instruments and also because we cannot, in
general, obtain an exact mathematical solution and must resort to discrete numerical methods.
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It is apparent that there may be a need for more than one type of averaging in engineering
problems. However, significant issues with regard to averaging are (a) what method is fundamental
or should be employed, and (b) what are the relationships between the different methods of
averaging? Drew and Wood (1985) and Ransom and Ramshaw (1988) argue the ensemble average
is fundamental and all other averages should be considered approximations. This argument gains
some support from statistical mechanics and kinetic theory, in which averages are generally over a
phase, space that, in theory, contains an infinite number of realizations of the process. Temporal,
spatial, and ensemble averages can be shown to be equivalent for stationary processes by means of
the ergodic hypothesis (Lebowitz and Penrose 1973). It is not possible to relate the averages for the
more general case of transient phenomena.

The averaging process most familiar in fluid mechanics is the sliding time average, which is used
to obtain the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations. This averaging method consists of an
integral of the quantity to be averaged over a time interval, T, that is taken sufficiently large such that
the averaged quantity is smooth, yet sufficiently small such that the averaged variable retains the
longer time variations

t+T/2

f•,t) = (1/7)f f(x,t')dtl . (2-15)

t-T12

It is apparent that a physical scale, L, is implied by the time average since the time interval, T,
corresponds to a physical length in the process, which is just the velocity times the time interval

L = IvIT. (2-16)

Several contributions have been made to the averaging methods used in two-phase flow Ishii
1987, Delhaye 1970, Drew 1971, Trapp 1986 1986, Nigmatulin 1979, Gray and Lee 1977, Clemins
1988, Delhaye and Archard 1976). Ishii (1987) discusses the merits of several averaging methods but
employs the single time average for his development of an averaged two-phase model. Delhaye and
Archard (1976) detail the development of spatial averages, time average, double time average, and
ensemble/or statistical averages. Their work is unique within the earlier work in that they considered
the ensemble average operator. They found that problems arise due to discontinuities associated with
the phasic density function, but they were able to overcome these difficulties by applying the
ensemble operator after spatial averaging the instantaneous equations. However, they indicate that
closure problems do exist due to nonlinearities of the equations. They also indicate that such
problems have been studied for a single-phase flow, but that no work has been done for two-phase

There is no general agreement on the averaging method that should be used for two-phase flow,
or which is more fundamental. The most common approach is to use spatial averaging and,
frequently, to also time average. Ishii (1987), on the other hand, only used the time average. The
development of the two-fluid model here will follow the development used by Lahey and Drew
(1988)in which they first spatially averaged the local instant formulation and followed this by a single-
time average. They have presented a very interesting development of the averaged model, which
includes the steps necessary to obtain closure within the present state of knowledge. This is a very
important part of any model development process and provides some insight to the immense
complexity of two-phase flow.
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2.2.3.1 Spatial Averaged Phasic Balance Equations. We first consider an averaging volume
fixed in space and large enough to include a representative sample of the mesoscale structure
associated with the two-phase mixture in order to define a smoothly varying average. In performing
the phasic volume average, only that volume occupied by phase k will be included in order to obtain
the averaged phasic balance equations. In general, the phase will be bounded by coordinate planes
of the averaging volume, interfaces with the adjoining phase, a0,(xt), and solid boundaries, aWk(xt).

Note that both the interface and the part of the solid boundary contacted by phase k change with
time due to phasic motion, even though the wall boundary is fixed in space and time. The total
averaging volume, V, is fixed in space, but the subvolume occupied by phase k, Vk(Xt), will vary
arbitrarily and the average so obtained is a sliding volume average. The averaged formulation is
obtained by first integrating the phasic balance equation, Equation (2-9), over the phasic subvolume
contained within the averaging volume. The spatial integral of the phasic balance equation is then
mathematically converted to the following equation (Ransom 1989):

al/a4I 3 <pk~k > + (1p V)-V[V <pk<Pk 'Vk + Jk4>1 - P<Pk4k> (2-17)

= - (1iV)fJ (rhk 'Vk + Jk " QdA - (1/1)fJa__ ,k "n,)dA

where the phasic volume average for a phasic property is designated by an angle bracket and is
defined by

<fk> (1Vk) f fk(x,t)dV. (2-18)
Vk(xt)

The instantaneous volumetric fraction of phase k is defined by

= Vk ,t)/V(•.)(2-19)

and the interfacial mass flux is defined as

rhk -k (vk - (2-20)

where Zk is the unit outward normal vector at the surface a0.

2.2.3.2 Space-Time Averaged Phasic Balance Equations. The space-averaged formulation
is still an instantaneous description of the flow process and will contain high-frequency and/or
stochastic variations. Therefore, the sliding time-averaging process defined by Equation (2-15) is used
here to attenuate the high-frequency behavior of the spatial-averaged phasic balance equations.

The development of the resulting equation and its reduction to a more useful formulation are
given in detail in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 of Ransom (1989). The final form for the space-time averaged
general balance equation is
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W[ ( )(•kOk (*ki)k] /at+ (1/M)- [V( ak)(-Pk)k ( *kvk)k

+ (1/1)(ck)V • [V(Jk)k ]

- P = - T (2 -2 1 )
- (eck)(Pk)k (4 )k = -(1I) MAZY~~ 2-1

- (1I fa, - -(1ffawkAk. nWkd.A

where

ak Xk

when phase k is present at x and t
Xk(,t) )

othenvise

(g) (1/V)f gdv , for any function g

rk = k/k~k, for any function f

Uk = (ak~k)/(ak)' for any function f

Q• -= ("kP--fkx") /[(",)((-5"#,,

nk E unit outward normal vector at the surface awk

We note that (ak) is the famili•r void fraction of phase k used in the two-phase flow equations of
RELAP5/MOD2 and RELAP5/MOD3 (Ransom et al. 1985, Allison et al. 1990).

The space-time averaged mass, momentum, and total energy balance equations are obtained
from Equation (2-21) by setting', J, and * to the values given by the first three columns in Table 2-1.
The space-time averaged intrinsic thermal energy balance equations are developed by applying the
space-time averaging technique directly to the thermal energy balance equation [Equation (2-12)].
The details are given in Sections 4.2-4.6 of Ransom (1989) where it is also pointed out that in order
to put the space-time averaged equations in a tractable form auxiliary parameters have to be
introduced.

Ransom also indicates that the space-time averaged mass, momentum, and energy equations
require 4, 100, and 47 auxiliary parameters, respectively.

2.2.3.3 Space-Time Averaged Interface Balance Equations. The space-time averaged
interface balance equations can also be derived from the respective continuum equation using the
averaging techniques in this section. Ransom (1989) states that the space-time averaged interface
mass, momentum, and energy equations require 0, 10, and 20 auxiliary parameters, respectively.
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2.2.4 Closure Problem for the Two-Fluid Model

When averaging is employed in an attempt to simplify or reduce the level of description of a
problem, information on the details of the process is lost and it is necessary to supplement the
formulation with additional models and/or information. This is termed the closure problem, and it
arises at each step of the averaging cascade. Closure models are required for the single-phase
continuum model when it is derived by averaging from the more elementary kinetic theory model.
Additional closure models are required for the Reynolds averaged model, and yet additional models
are required when the two-fluid model is obtained by an average that includes the mesoscale
phenomena. The closure problem for the single-phase continuum model consists of providing models
for material properties such as viscosity, thermal conductivity, and species diffusivity. For the
Reynolds averaged model, additional constitutive models are required for the Reynolds stresses and
the Reynolds heat flux. Finally, the two-fluid model requires models for interphase interactions as
well as the intraphase models.

Lahey and Drew (1988) give a good overview of the closure problem and the general principles
that can be used to guide the formulation of closure or constitutive models. These guiding principles
are extremely broad (e.g., the equipresence argument means that everything depends upon everything
else). However, we generally assume, without guarantee, that closure can be obtained in terms of
the local variables. This would appear to be a rather sweeping assumption; but it generally has been
found adequate by most researchers. Thus, we proceed to seek closure in a manner similar to that
used to obtain closure for the Reynolds averaged models.

Closure of the local instantaneous two-fluid model was achieved with little more difficulty than
for the single-phase case. It was simply necessary to provide constitutive models for two materials
rather than one, to provide an interfacial constitutive model, and additional boundary conditions
associated with the interface. Unfortunately, the closure problem is much more difficult for the
averaged two-fluid model for two-phase flow. Lahey and Drew (1988) found that 2,711 scalar
functions would be needed for closure of their two-fluid model if the principle of equipresence were
strictly adhered to. In addition, each of these 2,771 scalar functions could depend on the 679 scalar
variables of the problem. Fortunately, such generality is not required for most engineering problems.

The purpose of this section is to discuss the major assumptions that reduce closure to a tractable
problem. Typical constitutive and auxiliary models for key phenomena that are in use within the LWR
industry are given in Section 2.3 in connection with the development of the one-dimensional two-fluid
model.

The space-time averaged two-fluid model for two-phase flow consists of 15 field equations,
15 primary dependent variables, and 179 auxiliary parameters, most of which were introduced as a
result of the averaging process. The closure problem at this level appears formidable. Fortunately,
many of the parameters that were introduced in the process of developing the averaged model were
included for the sake of generality. Simple approximations, or outright neglect of the effect for which
they account for, result in a reasonably accurate engineering model, as is evidenced by the good
agreement of numerical results with data shown in Section 5. However, some of the parameters
represent significant effects, such as the parameters associated with turbulence, but they are poorly
characterized at present and, thus, are omitted from most formulations. When turbulent effects are
important in situations that involve high Reynolds numbers flows, the model may be less than
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reasonably accurate. Clearly, there are many areas for potential improvement of closure relationships
in two-phase flow.

The averaging process introduces some conceptual, as well as real, difficulties. These result
from averaging over spatial and temporal detail and from the associated loss of scalar and vectorial
information. The averaged dependent and auxiliary variables all coexist at a point in the description,
unless added information or models to determine the spatial orientation of the fluid within the
averaging volume is used. Thus, in effect, both fluids exist in an average sense at each point in space.
In such a model, it is conceptually difficult to visualize or to construct models for different phasic
pressures or for the interfacial pressures. Geometric information about the orientation and geometry,
or curvature, of the interface is lost, which is essential to relating the interphase stresses, including
the pressures. Only in certain cases, such as horizontal stratified flow, can we assume the orientation
of the interface. This assumption enables calculation of the macroscopic curvature of the interface
and the hydrostatic contribution to the phasic pressures. As a result of this loss of spatial detail, it
is generally assumed that all of the averaged pressures are equal even though this assumption conflicts
with interface momentum considerations.

The equal-phase pressures approximation contradicts the interfacial momentum balance that
shows when mass transfer occurs; the liquid-phase pressure is greater than the vapor-phase pressure
at the interface for both condensation and evaporation. Thus, the equal-phase pressure assumption
makes it impossible to satisfy the normal component of the interfacial momentum balance.
Fortunately, in most cases of interest, these effects are small.

A second simplification that has been employed in most two-fluid models is to include all wall
and interfacial viscous and turbulent stress effects as lumped Darcy-type friction models. Further
simplifications and other considerations are discussed in the next section.

2.3 One-Dimensional Two-Fluid Model

In many situations, it will be desirable to seek further simplification of the multidimensional
description, either'for reasons of reducing the labor required to obtain solutions or because a
multidimensional description is unwarranted when other uncertainties of the problem are considered.
The most widely employed simplification is the reduction to a one-space dimensional description.
The familiar pipe flow model used in fluid mechanics is the most common example of a one-
dimensional description. Such a model is entirely adequate for many engineering purposes, including
modeling of two-phase system transient behavior. An example in which this type of description is
used is the simulation of the transient response of a nuclear power plant to postulated loss-of-coolant
accidents. The motivations in this case have been twofold: first, a multidimensional description of
an entire system would be prohibitive in terms of the computational resources that would be required
to perform a simulation: second, the uncertainties associated with the constitutive models often
exceed any uncertainty associated with reduction to a one-dimensional description. While this second
statement is certainly true for piping and minor components, it may not always be true for vessels
having large diameters compared to the system characteristic length. In such cases, a more complete
spatial description may be appropriate.

The most common approach for obtaining a one-dimensional description is to employ an area
average rather than the volume average as was used in the development of the multidimensional two-
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fluid description developed in Section 2.2. However, this approach can lead to some misconceptions
with respect to how we should interpret the dependent variables of the description. In particular,
the formulation results in a system of partial differential equations in which the area-averaged
dependent variables appear as continuous functions of the independent space dimension. This raises
the question of how the short wavelength behavior of such variables should be interpreted. If the
formulation is to be consistent with the multidimensional formulation, then the short wavelength
character of the dependent variables is significantly attenuated by the averaging process. Therefore,
the physical processes that are important, but originate at length scales less than the averaging scale,
must be modeled. Since the description cannot include the responsible physical mechanisms, such
effects cannot be resolved by computation on successively refined scales. As has been previously
discussed, the sliding-volume average yields a formulation in terms of continuously-averaged variables,
but the mathematical behavior of these variables at length scales less than the averaging scale does
not have physical significance. Only if additional information of a physical nature is brought in to
play can the accuracy of the description be improved. It is a common misconception that the
accuracy of the solution can be improved by refining the discretization process ad infinitum. This
view results from the consideration of the averaged equations as a system of partial differential
equations, apart from their progenitors. The one-dimensional description seems to be frequently
misinterpreted in this way for the single-phase description as well as for the two phase flows (Sirkoff
1964).

2.3.1 Spatial Average in One Dimension

Before proceeding to reduce the multi-dimensional two-fluid equations to one dimension, it is
helpful to recall the basis for the spatial averaging operator that was used in the derivation of the
multidimensional model and examine how it reduces in the one-dimensional case. The spatial average
operator can be defined in terms of an area average:

1I- L1/2 [ dx1 (2-22)

where

Xk = phase indicator function

fk = phasic parameter to be averaged

A 2 3 = cross sectional area of the averaging volume orthogonal to the x1 direction

L = characteristic dimension of the averaging operator in the x1 coordinate direction.

Equation (2-22) can be simplified to

(fk) = [!/(L (A23)L1)]fL(AM A23(x1)cx

where
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(A23)L1 (i/,)L A23(Xl)d

and the subscripts on the averaging operator, L and A, designate a segment and an area average,
respectively (only the interval of the integrals are affixed as limits).

Section 8.1 of Ransom (1989) shows that the resulting form for the divergence operator in one
dimension is

( [ ]= ( (2-23)

for a typical vector or tensor quantity B.

2.3.2 The One-Dimensional Averaged Two-Fluid Model

Using Equation (2-23), the reduction of the multidimensional space-time averaged two-fluid
model for two-phase flow is straightforward. The main point is that the variables of the flow remain
a volume average, and the temptation to interpret them as area average values that embody correct
short-wavelength behavior in the remaining space dimension can be misleading.

2.3.2.1 One-Dimensional Phasic Mass Balance Equation. The phasic mass equation
becomes

a(akPk)/at + (L V)a(A akPkVk)ia' = rk k = f,g, (2-24)

where we have deleted the indicial notation and simply take the x coordinate to coincide with the
single dimension to be represented. L is the corresponding averaging scale, and vk is the scalar value
of the velocity in the x direction. Thus, the formulation is applicable to flow in a channel in which
the cross section varies in the streamwise direction. All other variables are space-time average

quantities even though the average notation has been deleted for simplicity. In particular, the cross-
sectional area is a segment average value.

2.3.2.2 One-Dimensional Phasic Momentum and Energy Balance Equation. The phasic
momentum and energy equations are systems of three vector equations, and some further restrictions
are needed to reduce them to one-dimensional formulations. We will neglect all terms in the
description associated with variations in the x2 x3 coordinate directions. In addition, we will assume
that the mean flow is aligned with the x1 coordinate direction so that the average values for the x2

and x3 velocity components are zero.
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These limitations alone will reduce the auxiliary parameters of the momentum and energy
equations from 100 and 47 to 24 and 21, respectively (Sections 8.2-8.4 of Ransom (1989). Further
simplifications to the momentum and energy equations are made as follows.

First, the turbulence parameters, the Reynolds stresses, and the Reynolds heat flux, are
neglected. This is a reasonable approximation since the one-dimensional model only retains the
component associated with axial diffusion, and these effects are small compared to the axial mean
flow convective flux of momentum and energy. This does not mean that turbulence effects are
neglected; the more significant radial or transverse turbulent diffusion effects are included within the
wall heat transfer and wall friction correlations, just as they are in the single-phase pipe flow model.

Another approximation is to assume the phasic pressures, Pk, are equal (termed the equal
pressures assumption). The interfacial pressures are also assumed equal to the phasic pressures as
well. The case of stratified flow is an exception to this rule, and so is the two-fluid model of the
CATHARE code (Micaelli 1987), which is based on a formulation in which the difference of
interfacial pressure and the phasic pressure is modeled as a function of the relative phase velocity.

Finally, covariance terms in Equation (2-21) are universally neglected, and, thus, unity is
assumed for the covariance multipliers. All interfacial momentum and energy storage is neglected.
Phasic viscous stresses and internal phasic heat transfer are neglected.

The interfacial velocity associated with mass transfer, vk, is modeled by a donor formulation or
as a weighted average of the bulk phasic velocities (Ransom 1985). The phasic pressure differences
between the bulk and the interface and between the bulk and the wall are assumed to be zero except
for stratified flows. This approximation is consistent with the usual hydrostatic approximation wherein
both phasic pressures are set equal. In a few cases, models having unequal phase pressures have
been considered (Ranmshaw and Trapp 1984, Ransom and Schofield 1976). The CATHARE code,
is formulated with an interfacial pressure that is assumed different than the phasic pressures, which
are set equal (Micaelli 1987). The CATHARE formulation for the interface pressure is such that
the system of equations always has real characteristics.

The remaining interphase force terms consist of viscous and form drag: Bassett forces due to
viscous history, and virtual mass forces that arise from relative acceleration between the phases. The
viscous and form drag are the major components of the interphase drag and are modeled using a
Darcy-type friction factor formulation. The Bassett force is universally assumed small and neglected.
The virtual mass force is a dynamic or differential force, and it can be significant for high-frequency
effects. The model of Cheng et al. (1978) is used. The normal forces at the wall and the interphase
are also neglected.

With these simplifications, the one-dimensional averaged momentum equation is

a(ckPkVk)Iat + (L/V)a(ACakPkY)&Ix + k(aPIx)

- (L/Va(Aak~xx)/& - akp4g& (2-25)

M' ,k=f&g
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Here, n represents the unit vector in the x direction, M,,k• and M_.M, are the phasic interphase

drag parameters and fluid friction at the wall respectively, Ma• is the virtual mass effect, and VkT

is the interfacial velocity associated with mass transfer.

The one-dimensional averaged thermal energy equation is

a(akPkUk)Iat + (L/V)a(AdakPkUk)I&x = -Pk[alk/&
+ (L/V)a(A kvk)/x]X+ Fk(uk + P/Pk)° (2-26)

+ q0aA + qwk 4 •k+ akQk + ak pkk4i

where (.). designates an interfacial value, and the scalar products of the heat transfer vectors and

associated area vectors are shown as ordinary products, for simplicity. Here, Qk is the volumetric heat

generation, p0±2 is the viscous dissipation term, and qoa 0 and q.,VA,,k are the averaged interfacial
heat flux and heat flux at the wall, respectively.

The viscous dissipation term in Equation (2-26) should be interpreted as all sources of
dissipation resulting from viscous effects, including that from wall friction and interfacial friction, even
though no viscous shear stresses appear directly. The lumped Darcy-type friction models replace the
viscous effect, which is lost from the formulation as a result of the one-dimensional approximation.
These friction forces are sources of kinetic energy dissipation, and even though they generally are not
large effects for low Mach number flows, they should be included for completeness.

2.3.2.3 Interface Mass Balance. The mass balance simply relates the two phasic mass
generation terms

=

2.3.2.4 Interface Momentum Balance. The one-dimensional interfacial momentum balances

are not very useful, as was the case in the three-dimensional formulation. When the hydrostatic or
equal-phase pressures assumption is used, it is impossible to satisfy the momentum balance normal
to the interface. We assume the tangential balance is satisfied by reason of the no-slip condition;

however, the averaged formulation lacks sufficient detail to be able to define the bulk phasic fluid
velocity gradients and the interfacial velocity. In practice, the interfacial momentum balances are

replaced with a macroscopic momentum balance, in which we require that all of the interfacial forces

sum to zero so that the interphase processes do not affect the mixture momentum. Thus, the forces
due to mass exchange, viscous and form drag, and virtual mass effects sum to zero. It is common to

require that detailed balance be satisfied as well. By this principle, it is required that the individual
momentum processes balance by themselves (i.e., the viscous drag forces balance, momentum
transfers due to mass exchange balance, and dynamic forces balance). Since the Cheng et al. (1978)
virtual mass formulation is used, it is equal and opposite in sign for each phase, and, thus, these terms

exactly balance. We further require, as in the RELAP5 formulation, that the interphase steady drag
forces balance so that

M 1tr = -Ma2t (2-27)
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and that the momentum transfer due to mass exchange balances

r1 v1 r = - r2v21r. (2-28)

When this result is combined with mass continuity, we obtain the result

vr = vr (2-29)

We note that Equation (2-29) does not necessarily imply that the phasic velocities for momentum
transfer due to mass transfer for condensation and evaporation are equal. It is only required that the
momentum that leaves one phase be equal to the momentum entering the other phase.

2.3.2.5 Interface Energy Balance. The interface energy balance is used to determine the
interphase mass transfer rate from the interphase energy exchange process. We neglect energy
storage at the interface due to surface tension.

The interface energy balance with these approximations reduces to

2
, [q4+A q + + Fk(uk + Pk.pk).1 = 0 (2-30)

k=1

2.3.2.6 Interfacial Balance Summary. The interfacial balance equations, while entirely
correct and proper statements of physical principles, are not very useful because they are local
relations at the interface. They must, in effect, be supplemented by models that relate the phasic
variables to the corresponding bulk values. The resultant relationships are macroscopic balances
between bulk phase conditions rather than interfacial balances. These bulk balances are formulated
so that the principles of bulk mixture mass, momentum, and energy conservation are satisfied. The
detailed balance principle is subsequently employed to yield a tractable system. These interphase bulk
balances are the forms of interfacial balances actually employed as the basis for numerical modeling
of multiphase flows.

Table 2-2 lists the variables and parameters retained in the reduced one-dimensional models.
The interfacial equations reduce to algebraic relations (in fact they are replaced by equivalent
balances between the bulk phase states) that the interfacial mass and energy balance equations
determine, r1 k. The interphase momentum balance can be used to eliminate one of the phasic
interphase drag parameters, Mktv.

With these simplifications and modeling approach, the system reduces to six differential
equations, four algebraic equations (the volumetric continuity and the three interphase balance
equations), and seven dependent variables. Twenty-six auxiliary parameters remain. The required
number of additional independent relationships or models needed to obtain a just-set system (i.e., the
same number of independent equations as number of variables) is 23.
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Table 2-2. Summary of the equations, dependent variables, and auxiliary parameters for the reduced
one-dimensional space-time averaged two-fluid model.

Dependent
Equations variables Auxiliary parameters
(number) (number) (number)

Volumetric
continuity

(1)

Mass conti-
nuity
(2)

Momentum
(2)

ak (2)

Vk (2)

P (1)

1"k (2) Pk (2)

vr (2)

MknP (2)

Mwkt (2)
Moktv (2)

Energy
(2)

Uk (2) Uok (2) qk (2)

q,,,k (2) A. (1) Ak (2)

Qk (2) 0k 2 (2)

Interface
mass
(1)

Interface
momentum

(1)

Interface
energy
(1)

Totals (10)

Vck (1)

(7) (26)
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2.3.3 Constitutive Models

The constitutive models are probably the most important element of the two-fluid model for
two-phase flow, in terms of realized capability, to simulate physical system behavior. The balance
equations and associated numerical scheme provide a framework for simulation, but the constitutive
models constitute the statement of observed behavior. Consequently, this is a very important
component of the model. The development of comprehensive constitutive models is a subject well
beyond the scope of what can be presented herein. Here we simply outline the major interphase
physical processes that the constitutive models should encompass and give some specifics of a
particular modeling approach used in the RELAP5 codes (Ransom 1985 Allison 1990).

The specific constitutive models required for a complete one-dimensional description include
(1) material behavior, (2) flow regime modeling, (3) interphase momentum and interaction
(4) interphase energy and mass exchange, (5) wall momentum exchange, and (6) wall heat transfer.
The first three models are unique to two-fluid models for two-phase flow and, thus, will be discussed,
in greater detail. The wall momentum and heat transfer interaction models bear considerable
similarity to single-phase models and are not discussed in the interest of brevity. See Dimenna et al.
(1988) for an extensive discussion of the RELAP5 wall interaction models. Similar treatments can
be found in other published literature (Micaelli 1987, Forge et al. 1988, Liles et al. 1988).

2.3.3.1 Material Behavior. Here, we include the equation of state for the phases, and the
models for the phasic transport properties as well. These models are identical to those needed to
support the multidimensional description, and, thus, we will not repeat the discussion found in
Section 5 on this same subject. It is sufficient that we can establish the phasic densities and
temperatures in terms of the pressure and internal energy, or equivalent thermodynamic independent
variables. These same relationships must provide the thermodynamic derivatives needed for
linearization and calculation of sound speed. The transport properties are mostly formulated as
functions of temperature. (Near the critical point it may be necessary to consider property variation
with pressure as well as temperature.)

Highly developed methods exist for their material behavior models, so we will not discuss this
area. We only interject a note of caution that consistency in property representation is important,
because differences of thermodynamic variables are used as driving potentials in modeling energy
exchange rates, sometimes with large coefficients. Thus, if the saturation state is represented both
in terms of pressure and in terms of temperature as independent variables (for convenience), then
consistency between these two representatives may be important.

2.3.3.2 Flow Regime Models. The one-dimensional two-fluid model must be supported by
empirical, or semi-empirical models for the geometry of the flow. The geometry has a first-order
influence on the physical processes of mass, momentum, and energy transfer, both between the phase
and between the flow and the walls. There is no complete agreement on either the flow regimes that
can exist in pipeflow or the parameters used to characterize the flow regime. Rouhani and Sohal
(1983) provide a good summary of flow regime research and describe the various approaches that
have been taken in flow regime modeling. Dimmena et al. (1988) provide general information on
flow regimes as they relate to the constitutive models used in RELAP5 and have conducted a quality
assurance review for the implementation of these models.
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The primary independent variables affecting the flow regime are the geometry of the flow
system and its orientation [i.e., pipes (round or rectangular and vertical or horizontal]. Thus, it is
common to find specific maps or correlations for each such geometry that is considered. The flow
map for horizontal pipes used in RELAP5 is shown in Figure 2-4. The map includes five distinct flow
regimes with transition regions separating most of the regimes. Generally, the transition regimes are
a linear weighted average of the flow regime models that adjoin the transition region. The vapor
volume fraction, a2, and the critical velocity are the primary independent variables. The critical
velocity is a parameter suggested by Taitel and Duckler (1976) to govern transition to stratified
conditions. They recommend that the critical velocity be identified with the vapor velocity, but more
recent evidence, Kukita et al. (1986) indicate that the use of the relative phase velocity is a preferred
choice. The critical velocity is defined by

= (12)[(P1 - P2)g a 2 (1- cos4) (2-31)j p2Dsin J

where

A cross sectional area of the pipe

D hydraulic diameter

4 - angle between the vertical and a radius to the intercept of the stratified liquid level
with the wall.

The flow is considered to be stratified if vg < vm.

The void fraction transition parameters can also vary with mass velocity. For example, the
bubbly-to-slug flow transition void fraction, ax,4, is shown in Figure 2-5.

The presence of wall heat transfer under two-phase conditions also strongly influences the flow.
regime. The vertical flow map used in RELAP5 is shown in Figure 2-6 (Dimenna et al. 1988). The
basic heat transfer parameter that influences the flow map is the critical heat flux (CHF) because the
liquid cannot contact the wall under post-CHF conditions. Here again, the transition parameters such
as aAB, are variable. The details of these maps are given in Dimmena et al (1988).

In summary, the flow map is used to identify the flow regime as a function of pipe geometry and
orientation and of flow variables such as void fraction and the velocities. Once the flow regime is
identified, then appropriate models must be applied that establish parameters such as bubble/droplet
radius, interfacial area, and phasic wall areas. These parameters can, thus, be used to establish
interphase momentum and energy interactions.

2.3.3.3 Interphase Momentum Transfer. The interphase momentum exchange can be
categorized and modeled as consisting of three basic mechanisms: (1) steady drag, (2) dynamic drag,
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Figure 2-6. Schematic of vertical flow regime map with hatchings indicating transitions.
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and (3) momentum transfer due to mass transfer. The steady drag is modeled using a Darcy-type
friction factor in which the dynamic pressure is formulated in terms of the continuous phase density
and the relative velocity,

A.1 _= ()CD PCI(v 2 - vO) Ap(V 2 _v 1) (2-32)

where

CD = steady drag coefficient

P = continuous phase density

A = planform area per unit volume.

The planform area per unit volume is related to the interfacial area, since if dm is the Sauter
mean particle diameter, then the particle number density is
N2 A 0/(rd2) (2-33)

Thus, the planform area per unit volume is

A, = NP ']=AI4 (2-34)

With this result, Equation (2-32) becomes

MA.1 = (1/8)CDpe4oIv 2 - v1I(v2 -v 1)

For convenience, we will aefine the interphase steady drag coefficient to be

FI = (118)Cde4A IV2 - v11 (2-35)

so that the steady viscous drag becomes

MA.1 = FIk(V2 -Vl) (2-36)

It is usual to also assume, by reason of the detailed balance argument, that the phasic steady
drag components balance,

At = - At (2-37)

so that Hl1 = FR2 = FL

We will discuss the application of this steady interphase drag model to four representative flow
regimes: the bubbly, slug, annular mist, and droplet. For the bubbly and droplet flow regimes, the
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interfacial area per unit volume can be expressed in terms of the vapor volume fraction and the
Sauter mean diameter by

A= Npnd 2  = 6ad/d, (2-38)

where ad is the dispersed phase volume fraction (i.e., ad = a 2 for bubbly flow and ad = a1 for
droplet flow).

The Sauter mean diameter must be expressed in terms of dynamic variables of the flow. For
equilibrium bubble and droplet distributions, the maximum bubble or droplet diameter has been
correlated in terms of the relative velocity and surface tension, by using a constant critical Weber
number,

W 10 for bubbles (2-39)We, = d,= RV2 - 0)2/0 3 for droplets

where the constant values for the Weber number have been empirically established. The average
particle diameter is assumed to be

dae = (1/2)dmar - (2-40)

The Nukiyama-Tanasawa distribution can be used to relate the average particle diameter, dave,
to the most probable particle diameter, d,

dam =3/2d' (2-41)

ds =5/2d1 (2-42)

and also to relate the Sauter mean diameter, dsm, to d,

The relation between the Sauter mean diameter and the average particle diameter is therefore

d,. = (5/3)d,,. (2-43)

The Sauter mean diameter can now be expressed in terms of the maximum particle diameter,
obtained from the critical Weber number criterion by
Equation (2-40).

The interfacial area is now established in terms of the volume fraction, the relative velocity, the
surface tension, and the continuous-phase density by using Equations (2-38, 2-39, 2-40, 2-43). The
resultant relation is

A, = (3 6 /5 )adPC(v 2 - v 1)2/(WeGo) (2-44)
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where ad is the dispersed phase volume fraction, p, is the continuous phase density, o is the surface
tension, and the critical Weber number is defined by Equation (2-39).

The Darcy drag coefficient is a function of the particle Reynolds number, which is based on the
average particle diameter,

Rep= da.jv2 - (2-45)

where p. is the mixture viscosity, defined as

r= h/a for bubbles (2-46)

and

P.. = 2/(a) 2"5 for droplets (2-47)

The slug flow regime can be modeled by considering the flow as a mixture of Taylor bubbles
and small bubbles in the film and the trailing slug. A relationship between the volume fraction of
the Taylor bubbles in the mixture, a b, the overall volume fraction, a 2, and the volume fraction of the
smaller bubbles in the film and trailing slug, a2,, can be obtained from purely geometric considerations
as

at = (a2 - a•,)/(1 - a2.) (2-48)

The volume fraction of bubbles in the slug and film, a2s, can vary from equal to a 2, pure bubbly flow,
or to zero, which corresponds to pure annular flow. Thus, the parameter a2. provides a smooth
transition between the bubbly and annular regimes. The interfacial area in the slug regime is
modeled using the work of Ishii and Mishima (1984) where they found the volume to surface area
ratio for a Taylor bubble to be 4.5D. This relationship, when used to model the Taylor bubble,
results in the following equation for the interfacial area in terms of the azs parameter:

A. = (4 .5/D)ab + (3.6a,2/da e)(1 - ab) (2-49)

with ab defined in terms of a•s by Equation (2-48). The critical Weber number criterion for bubbles
is used to establish da,,. The transition boundaries between the bubbly flow (azs = a2) and the
annular regime (a2. = 0) are defined by the flow regime map.

For the case of annular flow, a skin friction drag formulation is used in which the planform area
is taken to be the lateral area. In this case, Equation (2-34) becomes

A -=A 0. (2-50)

When an annular mist flow is modeled, the steady drag components for both the dispersed phase
and the film must be summed and the interfacial area apportioned between the annular and the
dispersed components of the flow. In the RELAP5 code, a simple entrainment correlation is used
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to apportion the liquid between the film and dispersed droplets. In order to determine the
appropriate drag coefficient for the dispersed phase, the characteristic droplet or bubble diameter
must be determined. Again, a critical Weber number formulation for drops is used [Equation (2-39)].
The particle Reynolds number can then be computed and the drag coefficient obtained from an
appropriate correlation, such as that as Ishii and Chawla (1979), in which

(2-51)
Cd/8 = (5.0 0.37 Rep'75)Rep

This discussion has presented a brief overview of a method illustrative of those used to model
steady interphase momentum transfer, or interphase drag in two-fluid models for two-phase flow. To
obtain a general prescription, it is necessary to consider many other flow regimes, including any
special flow passage geometries such as nuclear reactor core flows and steam generator tube bank
external flow. A complete description of all the flow regimes modeled in RELAP5 is given by
Dimenna et al (1988). A similar discussion of the modeling method used in the TRAC code is
included in Liles et al (1988).

In addition to the steady interphase drag forces, the transient forces that result from relative
acceleration of the phases, usually called virtual mass effects, may also be modeled. The most
common model for these effects is that of Cheng, (1978), which is an objective or frame invariant
formulation. These dynamic drag effects are manifested as variations in the interfacial pressure and

can be considered a model for the term Mnp in the momentum equation. The objective dynamic drag

model has the form

M• = oaa2p C.[Dlvl/Dt) - (D2v2/Dt) (2-52)

where

(Dlvl/Dt) = av1/at + vl(avl/1&) (2-53)

(D2v2/Dt) = 0v2 + v2(av2/&) (2-54)

P = ayp 1 +p 2 . (2-55)

The virtual mass coefficient, Cv,, is theoretically equal to one half for dispersed spherical particles;
this is the value normally used. However, in some models, such as that used in the CATHENA code
(Richards et al. 1985), the virtual mass coefficient is made sufficiently large to ensure that real
characteristics are obtained under all flow regimes.

The momentum transfer associated with mass transfer requires a model for Vk. A donored

velocity formulation can be shown to be always dissipative (Ransom et al. 1980), and provides a
physically reasonable model. This formulation yields
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r = r v, if ri 0 (2-56)
1Y2 if l' > 0

In conclusion, this brief sketch has overviewed an interphase momentum exchange modeling
approach for a few typical regimes. Similar models have been constructed for other regimes using
formulations and correlations specific to the particular circumstances. Recently, there has been some
move toward more empirical formulations where the interphase steady-drag component is modeled
from a unified drift-flux correlation, valid for all flow regimes in vertical flow. This approach is
strictly empirical and is limited to those flows from which the drift-flux correlation was developed.
For example, the model of Chexal and Lellouche (1985) is not valid for vertical downflow, especially
with boiling. It seems that the use of strictly empirical correlations for the interphase momentum
interaction defeats the original purpose for using the general two-fluid framework. In any event, it
is still necessary to provide additional models for the thermal interactions that closely parallel the
momentum formulation. The strictly empirical approach seems a step backward in terms of
developing an understanding of two-phase system behavior.

2.3.3.4 Interphase Energy and Mass Transfer. The interphase energy and mass transfer are
closely linked, and the mass transfer rate is primarily established from an interphase energy balance.
It has previously been mentioned that the spatial and time average operations render the interface
momentum balance of little value, and we replace the interfacial balance by a bulk interphase
balance. The same is true of the interfacial energy balance. The average phasic balance equation
formulation is in terms of bulk phase properties and includes terms to relate the interfacial conditions
to bulk conditions. Additional models are necessary for these interfacial variations. An alternate
approach consists of using a bulk interphase balance rather than an interfacial balance. The

interphase energy balance is consistent with the use of a Newton-cooling-law formulation to express
the thermal energy exchange in terms of a bulk potential and a heat transfer coefficient. This is the
approach used in most two-fluid formations. Thus, even though it is often stated in the literature that
the interfacial jump consideration is used as the basis for interphase energy exchange (Lahey, and
Drew 1988), in fact what is used is a bulk balance where the details of the intraphase energy
exchange between the bulk fluid and the fluid at the interface are not needed. We further apply the
principle of detailed balance, in which the wall interphase energy exchange and associated mass
transfer are assumed to balance separately from the bulk energy and mass exchange process.

In modeling interphase energy and mass exchange, we will generally be interested in boiling and
condensation processes where the wall heat transfer process plays a significant, if not dominant, role.
Thus, we must consider the wall heat transfer process as well as the interphase energy exchange
process in order to obtain models of general usefulness. Further description of the energy exchange
modeling requires that we become more specific with regard to the approach. There are undoubtedly
a variety of possible ways to proceed in modeling the constitutive relationship for the interphase mass
and energy exchange process; however, the approach that will be discussed herein is confined to the
specific experience accumulated in the process of developing the RELAP5 code. This description
should be viewed as an example of one approach, which has been reduced to practice for modeling
these phenomena.
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The approach used for the RELAP5 model consists of dividing the mass generation and
associated interphase energy exchange process into two parts: a wall heat transfer-dominated part and
a bulk process part. Thus, the interphase mass transfer is a sum of two parts:

rk= rk +rk (2-57)

where

rk = mass transfer at the bulk interface

rWk = wall transfer at the bulk interface.

The energy processes associated with the wall and bulk exchange are also considered separate,
consistent with the principle of detailed balance; however, the wall process is also linked to the
interphase process through the field equations, and it is necessary to partition the wall heat transfer
into components that result in mass transfer and bulk phase heating, respectively. Figure 2-7
presents a flow diagram of the energy process with all the intra- and interphase energy exchange
processes clearly identified. These include mass generation at the wall, bulk phase heating, bulk mass
exchange, and convection of energy by the mean flow. The actual situation is not quite as complex
as implied by Figure 2-7, since the wall process is assumed to either consist of boiling or
condensation, and, consequently, only Q,,f or Q. is nonzero for a given set of conditions. In
addition, we will require that the wall processes and the bulk processes balance independently. These
conditions result in some simplification of the modeling.

In order to proceed further in constructing the balances and developing the needed correlations,
we make further assumptions about the wall and bulk processes. In particular, the wall mass
generation process is considered to produce vapor (boiling) or liquid (condensation) at the saturation
state, and the bulk liquid or vapor film from which boiling or condensation is taking place is also
assumed at saturation. Thus, the energy exchange process associated with mass transfer at the wall

only involves the latent heat of vaporization (i.e., h" - hs). The bulk process, on the other hand,
involves change in sensible heat from the bulk state of the phase, from which mass transfer is
occurring to the saturation state of that phase, in addition to the latent heat of vaporization for phase
change. Any sensible energy change between the saturation state and the bulk state of the phase the
mass is entering is assumed to be provided by an intraphase process of condition or convective mixing.
This process is analogous to the common donor formulation used for numerical modeling of
convection. With these process assumptions, we can now write out the phasic energy terms and
derive the bulk balance that must be satisfied. The wall and interphase energy exchange terms from
the energy equation, Equation (2-26), are

q,,k4 = qkek + rk(uk + Pk/Pk), = qA4 + Qak + + rWAN+ (2-58)
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Figure 2-7. Thermal energy flow diagram for the two-fluid model.

where

".k = mass transfer at the bulk interface

r.* = mass transfer at the wall

Q. = wall heat transfer rate to the phase k

h* = bulk phase enthalpy if rk < 0 or phase saturation enthalpy if r. > 0.

In Equation (2-58), not all of the wall heat transfer, Q*, results in mass transfer; some will

result in bulk phase energy increase. The proportion, or split, of Q, between these two processes
must be specified as a result of the wall heat transfer/mass transfer model, such as a subcooled boiling
model. Also, in Equation (2-58), the interphase energy transfer term qk A. must also include any
energy transfer that results in mass transfer, including that associated with the wall generation rate,

rwk. Thus, we will partition the interphase energy exchange for phase k into two parts:

q,kA. = Hk(TkS - T7) + Qw (2-59)

where
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H*k = interfacial heat transfer coefficient for phase k, including the interfacial area

Qu = heat transfer from the wall that produces mass transfer

T = saturation temperature at Pk-

Replacing the terms in Equation (2-58) associated with interphase energy exchange (all the terms that
would sum to zero for a mixture energy equation) using Equation (2-59), and introducing the
interphase mass balance, we obtain

H. 1(T, - T1) + Qw., - T.jz - h Ho2(7 - 1'T) +aQ2 + r°,h
+ rw~h -- of

The principle of detailed balance can be employed to further require that all terms associated
specifically with the wall process, sum to zero, so that

V. - rr 2h + Q.2 + r2h2 = 0

and thus

r =2 -(Q° Q9/( - hW) (2-60)

With this result, we can now obtain for the bulk mass exchange process

r.2 = -[H°1(74 - T1) + H° 2(T2 - T2 )]/(h; - h) (2-61)

Here we have identified two saturation temperatures, T1 and 72 consistent with the general
two-phase pressure formulation. When the hydrostatic or single pressure model is employed, these
become simply 7T.

All that remains for a complete constitutive model for the interphase energy exchange process
is to specify the heat transfer coefficient and interfacial area for each flow/heat transfer condition of
interest. This is no small task, and we do not mean to minimize its importance. However, a full
development is well beyond the scope of this outline. Therefore, we will simply indicate the modeling
approaches that are used in the RELAP5 code, in table form. For detailed information, see Ransom
et al. (1982), and Dimenna et al. (1988).

The interface area formulations and the associated heat transfer film coefficients are tabulated
in Table 2-3 in the form of formulas, specific numerical values, or a reference to the author of the
correlation employed. The relationship between the heat transfer coefficients that we have used and
the film coefficients in Table 2-3 is

H.= h.,VA, (2-62)
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Table 2-3. RELAP5/MOD2 precritical heat flux bulk energy exchange models.

Bubbly Slug Annular mist Horizontal Vertical

Bubbles Taylor bubble Drops Liquid film Stratified Stratified

3.6 qbub 3.6 ags (1 -ar) 4.5 3.6 (afd 4 (1.x 1/2 4 sin 0 Ac
(gt db db D aTB (2.c) dd D (2.5) nD V

hif,SCL UnalM UnalM Seider-TateM BrownM TheofanousM Dittus-Boelter 14.7ki

hif,SHL Plesset-Zwick Plesset-Zwick 3x106 kf f(ATsf) 3x106 Dittus-Boelter 14.7kfLee-RyleyM Lee-RyleyM I dd nf(ATsf)

hig,SHG 104 104 Lee-RyleyM Lee-RyleyM Dittus-Boelter Dittus-Boelterg) 81.4 kg

hig,SCG r104 f(ATsg) 104 f(ATsg) 104 f(ATsg) 104 f(ATsg) 104 f(ATsg) 104 f(ATsg) 81.4 kg

SCL = subcooled liquid
SHL = superheated liquid
SHG = superheated gas

SCG = subcooled gas

M = modified
f(ATsg) = quadratic function of ATsg = TS-Tg
f(ATsf) = quadratic function of &Tsf = TS-Tf

where h. should not be confused with the enthalpy. Also, tabulated in Table 2-3 are entries for two
thermodynamic states of the two phases [i.e., subcooled liquid (SCL), superheated liquid (SHL),
superheated vapor (SHG), and subcooled vapor (SCG)]. Note that two of the states, SCL and SHG,
are stable states, whereas the states SI-L and SCG are metastable states. The boxed-in areas of
Tables 2-3 and 2-4 show the states and flow regimes in which the rates are not mechanistically
modeled. These are generally the metastable states where spontaneous mass transfer is possible, and,
with exceptions to be mentioned, little is known about modeling such rates in terms of heat transfer
effects. The exceptions to this statement are bubble growth in superheated liquid, in which the
Plesset-Zwick model is used, and the stratified flow regimes, where a simple thermal diffusion model
is assumed. The same statement applies to the subcooled vapor state in which only the stratified flow
case is modeled mechanistically.

The correlations used for the post-CHF regimes are shown in Table 2-4. The superheated liquid
states are again only modeled in the bubbly regime using the Plesset-Zwick correlation. On the other
hand, only the bubbly regime is made large for the subcooled vapor. However, because of the nature
of the postcritical heat flux processes (i.e., substantial boiling and wall temperatures exceeding
saturation temperature), it is unlikely that the subcooled vapor state would ever exist, at least in
transient situations of interest in light water reactor safety.

Table 2-5 lists the formulation that is used in RELAP5/MOD3 for the wall mass transfer rate.
As mentioned, only boiling or condensation processes are assumed (not simultaneously).
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Table 2-4. RELAP5/MOD2 postcritical heat flux bulk energy exchange models.

Inverted annular Inverted slug Mist

Bubbles Vapor film Drops Taylor drop

db 3.60bub (1.ag) 4 1/2 4.5f )(1-ctLB) (2.5) 3.6 °Cd• (I-o.3) --- OB(2.5) 36d
db D dd dd

hiSCL UnalM Dittus-Boelter BrownM BrownM BrownM

hifSHL Plesset-Zwick 3x10 6  dd- &T5L -Lf fATS) f(ATsf)
Lee-RyleyM dd dd dd

higSHG a1 k Lee.RyleyM kq Lee.RyleyM
D D

higSCG 1104 f(ATsg) kgD Lee.RyleyM kq f(ATs)
D D [~

SCL = subcooled liquid
SHL = superheated liquid
SHG = superheated gas
SCG = subcooled gas
M = modified
f(ATsg) = quadratic function of ATsg = TS-Tg
f(ATsf) = quadratic function of ATsf = TS-Tf

Table 2-5. RELAP5/MOD2 wall vapor generation models.

Single-phase

Liquid convection Condensation Nucleate boiling

Transition film

and film boiling

owf

hfg+(l1/2)Cpg(Tg-Ts)

Single-phase

Vapor convection

1w0 Qwg hmic(Tw-TS)Aw/V

hfg+0.375Clig(Tg-TS) hfg[l +Cpf(TS-Tf)pf/(pghfg)]2
0

Nusselt (vertical)M
Chato (horizontal)M
Carpenter/ColbumM

ChenM ChenM
BromleyM

In summary, it is possible to mechanistically model most of the interphase energy exchange
processes (in terms of empirical heat transfer coefficients). However, with a few exceptions, little is
known about the behavior of the metastable fluid states in this regard, and large heat transfer
coefficients are used, which have the effect of causing equilibration of the metastable states. This
appears to be an acceptable approximation for most engineering calculations and most processes of
interest in LWR reactor safety.

In particular, depressurization and vaporization of superheated liquid is a state that can be
modeled using the Plesset-Zwick model.
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3. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE TWO-FLUID MODEL IN
RELAP5/MOD3

RELAP5 solves a system of quasi-linear two-phase flow equations that embodies phenomena
that have large variations in the associated time constant. The smallest time constant is associated
with the interphase energy and mass transfer. These processes are closely coupled to the pressure
and energy fields and, to a large extent, behave as source terms in the equations. The next fastest
time constant is associated with relaxation of stress waves propagated relative to the fluid at the
sound speed. The largest time constant is associated with mass and energy convection propagated
with the material velocity.

These time constants affect the development of a numerical process in slightly different ways.
The mass transfer effect results in a stiff system and will require, for accuracy, that the source terms
associated with mass transfer be evaluated implicitly (in terms of the dependent variables at the new
time level). The propagated effects result in Courant-type time-step limits for explicit differencing
of the governing terms of the equations. Generally, the detailed resolution of the stress waves will
not be of interest, and, thus, implicit treatment of these terms, will be desirable in order to eliminate
the sound speed Courant limit. The semi-implicit differencing scheme has this property, and the
permissible time step is limited by the material Courant limit. If desired, this process can be carried
one step further. The material Courant limit can be eliminated by use of more implicit schemes. In
this last case, two methods exist that are not material Courant time-step limited. These are the nearly
implicit schemes (Mahaffy 1982, Trapp and Riemke 1986, and the fully implicit schemes (Micaelli
1987, Richards et al. 1985, Rosten and Spalding 1987). Thus, the numerical schemes of most interest,
and the ones which we shall discuss further, are the semi-implicit and those with sufficient implicitness
to eliminate the material Courant limit. The RELAP5 codes use only the semi-implicit and the nearly
implicit methods (Ransom et al. 1985, Allison et al 1990).

One further aspect of nu~merical methods for two-phase flow, which was also considered in the
development of methods for the linear system, is the use of staggered grids. This approach evolves
naturally when the conservation equations are considered in an integral sense. The mass and energy
variables or scalars, are considered to exist at cell centers. The velocities appear in the flux terms
at the cell edges. The two-fluid models that have been developed for LWR safety use are based on
this method of constructing difference equations.

3.1 Semi-Implicit Numerical Method

The semi-implicit numerical method will be described as it is implemented in the RELAP5 code
(Ransom 1985, Allison et al. 1990). These implementations differ from the semi-implicit
implementations in COBRA, and earlier versions of TRAC, (Liles and Reed 1978), mainly in the way
that the momentum flux terms of the momentum equations are evaluated. In RELAP5, the
momentum flux terms use a centered difference on the velocity squared with an artificial viscosity
added explicitly. The artificial viscosity is formulated in such a way that it has no effect on the steady
state flow in a variable area duct. The formulation is similar to a donored or upwind difference
formulation for incompressible flow in a constant area duct. The COBRA and TRAC formulations
simply used a donored momentum flux and no added viscosity term. The formulation used in
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RELAP5 has the advantage that pressure recovery in a diffusing flow is correctly calculated, while
the direct donor formulation incorrectly predicts a loss in total pressure for a diffusing flow.

The general guidelines used in developing the semi-implicit numerical scheme are to evaluate
the source terms that appear in the equations, implicitly if possible, but maintain linearity in the
dependent variables. The spatial derivatives of the mass and energy fluxes are evaluated by using
donored old-time quantities for the scalars and evaluating the velocity with which the quantities are
fluxed implicitly. In addition, the only spatial derivative in the momentum equations that is evaluated
implicitly is the pressure gradient. This permits the momentum equations to be solved for the
velocities in terms of the adjoining cell pressures at each velocity node. The terms old-time and new
time are used to designate the current time level and the time level at which the solution is being
obtained, respectively. We will also use the terms of cell to refer to the center of the control volume
for mass and energy, and junction to refer to the center of the momentum control volume at which
the velocity is evaluated (the edge of the mass and energy cell). Throughout this section, subscripts
f and g will designate liquid and vapor respectively.

3.1.1 Phasic Balance Equations

The phasic continuity, momentum, and energy equations are the basic field equations for the
two-fluid model. They will be listed here as they are used in the RELAP5 code (Ransom et al. 1985,
Allison et al. 1990), except that consideration of virtual mass effects is omitted for simplicity. The
mass and momentum equations are used as sum and difference equations in the numerical scheme
and are recorded here in that form. The reason for using this form is ease of degeneration of the
model to the single-phase case.

The mass conservation relations are a mixture mass equation,

a(agpg + afpf)/& + (l/A)[a(gpgvgA + pty4)/ar= 0 (3-1)

and a difference of the phasic mass equations

a(ps - afpf)/& + (1/A)[a(agpgvg,4)/a] (3-2)

- (1lA)[afoh,4)/a) = 2rg

For simplicity, the equations are written in the area average notation wherein the term LJ/V has
been reduced to 1/A. Strictly speaking, all variables must be considered as space-time averaged
quantities.

The momentum equations are used in the expanded form. Two convenient independent
momentum equations are obtained by a sum and a difference of the phasic momentum equations (the
difference is taken after dividing through by the product of the respective volume fraction and phasic
density). The sum equation is

cgpg(& g)+ aV/) + 1/2 wtgPg(aVgI&) + 1/2.. afP$&Vt) (3-3)
:-/ + pBx - (Tw)g - (?w)f - r (vg - vf)
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where Bx is the x component of the body force vector (Bx = gcos e) and the difference equation

- &/ a, + '- (aVý& V2 (aVj/& )
: -(lpg - 1/pf) (8P/l) - (@w)g/agpg + (',,)/•.Pf + rg[pv, (3-4)

-(Ocfpfv + 0agPgVf)l/(agPgVxjfPf) -P'r o(OagPafpf)

where the sum equation contains one interphase interaction term, the momentum transfer associated
with mass transfer, which results from the expanded momentum equation form. The difference
equation contains interphase momentum exchange terms due to mass exchange, and interphase
friction. The particular forms for Equations (3-3) and (3-4) were chosen to provide smooth
degeneration to the single-phase case. Under single-phase conditions, both equations remain
determinant, and the constitutive model for interphase drag is formulated such that interphase friction
remains finite. Thus, in the single-phase limit, Equation (3-2) reduces to a statement that the phasic
velocities are equal.

The two phasic thermal energy equations are

a(agpgug)/1& + (lA)a(ggugvg,)/& =-Pa t (3-5)

- (PIA)a(aivgA)l&/ + + q~g + rgh; + DISSg

a(auju#)/t + (1A)a(afpouyMA)l& = -Paa/at (3-6)

- (PIA)a(cc,)/1a + qwf + q~f - rhj + DISSf.

The q. and qwt are the wall heat transfer rates to the vapor and liquid phases, respectively. The
qg and q,,f are the interfacial heat transfer rates from the interface to the vapor and liquid phases,
respectively. The values for the enthalpy associated with mass transfer, h g and h *,are the values
defined in Section 2 to account for all the energy associated with interphase mass transfer. The
volumetric heating rates have been omitted for simplicity. The terms DISS, and DISSf are the
dissipation terms due to irreversible degradation of kinetic energy to internal energy. Only the
dissipation effects due to wall friction, dynamic losses, and pump inefficiencies are included, while
minor effects due to interphase drag and mass transfer are neglected. The vapor generation rate, rg,
is defined in terms of the interphase energy transfer rates using the interphase balance

rg = -(qg + qlf)I(h; - h;) - (3-7)

The interphase energy transfer rates, q,,g and qp and the associated interphase energy, h*g - h*f
are formulated to account for flow regime and wall heat transfer effects on the interphase mass
transfer rate. In all cases, the sum of Equations (3-5) and (3-6), with the definition of rg from
Equation (3-7), yields the correct mixture thermal energy equation. The interphase mass transfer rate
consists of a wall and a bulk contribution. The interphase energy transfer is, therefore, also
partitioned accordingly.

The system of field equations is closed, insofar as relating differential quantities is concerned,
by inclusion of the equations of state for the fluids. Additional constitutive models are needed for
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evaluation of the nondifferential terms. The fluid state properties are defined using tables with
interpolation to the equation-of-state data. The liquid phase density is a function of the pressure and
the liquid phase energy:

Pf = AP, uf) .
(3-8)

The vapor phase density is a function of the system pressure, vapor phase energy, and the mass
fraction of noncondensible component:

Pg = Ag(P'UgXn) (3-9)

We require a two-term Taylor series approximation of these functions and, thus, also require that the
partial derivatives of ?'k with respect to P and Uk be obtainable.

3.1.2 Numerical Solution

The numerical solution method for the hydrodynamic model uses a finite difference scheme
having fixed, but staggered, spatial noding. Partial implicitness is used for stability and avoidance of
the acoustic Courant limit on the time step.

The spatial discretization is illustrated on Figure 3-1 for flow in a variable cross-sectional area
duct. Computational spatial increments, or control volumes, are denoted by an integer index, j. The
scalar variables A, pg pf Yg ug, and up are evaluated at the centers of these control volumes. The
volume of thejp control volume is denoted by Vj. The edges, or junctions, between adjoining control
volumes are denoted by an index which is an integer multiple of 1/2 (i.e., the nodalization is staggered
by a half volume). The vector quantities vg and vf are evaluated at these points.

In order to maintain linearity in the dependent variables, and, thus, enable a direct solution, it
is necessary to linearize the state relationship as well as any product terms appearing in the time
derivatives. (The space derivatives are made linear by the choice of difference operator.) Mass and
energy truncation errors are inherent in the linearization, and these errors must be controlled to
avoid excessive accumulation. Such truncation error can for example, be controlled by appropriate
time-step selection. The time-smoothing schemes discussed in Section 3.4 may also help to reduce
linearization errors in some situations.

The difference equations corresponding to the balance equations, before linearization, are the
mixture mass equation at cell j

(ag pg + tf Pf) n;1 - g + +{ Pg(Vg7+i/2 + &jifyiV6)+ A+112
(3-10)

[n-n.n+1 n .n n+1]
- A[ gtvg)j_ 2 + 0,f' Pvf)'jj/21 Ap_,}(Atl.) = 0
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Figure 3-1. Difference equation discretization schematic.

the difference of phasic mass equations,

.gng nn(ln+1 n.n nnPf 1-(g g af Pfj lj+ti xgPg(V~+/ Y Ya1 PJVf.1/1i+

.,.(n+1 n n. ' _11Alj (g + At (3-11)

the mixture momentum equation at junction j + 1/2,

[ ( g P g) ' ½ (n - + ( V n ) .( -Vv , ] &1 i + ½

* 1/ agn v2n1 vz

+ Y 1%g7./2 tgl g-('iJ I
1/* ) nA / ½I (.fPf)ý+*½ N 1 - ~ ,, -½(agp. +½) IS . (3-12)

+ (IPf)4+½/2 VISF j+1/21 At = - (P÷i - Pj)l,,t 4 Pi+v1 Bx
n n+1 n n+1 n

- (WP)+½ (vg)7+½ WG ++//2 - @fPfj+½(vf) FWF

h (r (v, o -phasic At

the difference of phasic momentum equations,
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I(n+1 n)- (vn - nf)] Ax j +Y /(' 2 n _ (V2) n]
I/ VII + 2(v[) (j g

j~~~a - V [ s SF ] n+ At
,n _pj~~ ýVG n nl(3-13)

= [(Pf - Pg)/(Pgpf)I+½/Q,+l .it- /2 (v) j+ (j3-12
,n n+1
j+FwF (V) j+/2 + [g(w°-,o - O'fpjýg- agP8Vf)/%gPgafPf)]j.2

(pF-)v n +1½ A 1 vt
J+1/2 (Vg - Vf).1/%j ~j+Y

the vapor energy equation,

(agpug) 1  g) + P n+1 -na)

. ný n+l

[(&g~giggay + v5Iv P;(g+/ 2 jA(At/F')

S[(&gg... n ()s)_j-' 2 P1 (AtIVj) (3-14)

-h h h;]fl. n+l
- h; (h* - hf]) - [h;/(h; - )nqof

+ q n + DISS .&t

and the liquid energy equation,

n+1 n )
-(/P2uf)j + '/2n - an)

+ [•(tOftuf)i+V= + (V7f. n) 1 (A3.1(5t/)

[(h;/ +(h - - '-] (Vf) A ' 1 +(

~L+h;fI.•(hg' - h)]nq o+ + [h;l/(h; -hf)] q og

q f + DISS .}At

The terms FWG, FWF, and FI designate the wall frictional forces between the wall and the two
phases, and the interphase drag coefficients, respectively. The superposed dot denotes a donored
scalar quantity based on the vapor or liquid water velocity. Thus quantities appear in the mass and
energy flux terms and are simply an upwind evaluation of the fluxed quantities based on the velocity
at the nth time level.

The terms VISF and VISG appearing in the momentum equations are viscous-like numerical
terms necessary to obtain a well-posed numerical problem. These terms are formulated so that they
contribute no unphysical force for steady flow in a variable area duct, and are defined by
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S IVgj+(2= J+1/2 1[(vg) 7 3/2(A.3 12 IAi+v2) - (3-16)

VISE j+1 2 = {IVj+l It(vf)+ 3 /2(Aj+3f2IAj+v) - (f)j)+'/ (3-17)

- ýji(vf)j+y -vf)U/(A AJI

where the fluid velocities at the integer indicies are volume average velocities. In the simplest case
of a straight passage, these values are arithmetic averages of the adjoining junction values.

The viscous damping terms, in combination with the centered difference approximation to the
spatial derivative of the square of the phasic velocity in Equations (3-12) and (3-13), correspond to
the use of an upwind approximation to the momentum flux terms in the form of derivatives of the
velocities squared as in Equations (3-3) and (3-4).

The difference of product terms are linearized by ignoring second-order terms. Examples can
be seen for the (agpg) product:

("gPg)n+l - (agpg)n = n Pn+ - Pn + gn+g - n (3-18)

and the (agppgu) product

(,pggug)nl - (,gpgug)n = (agpg)n un+1 - ugJ + (agg)" n+1 - (3-19)

+ (P,,g)n n+1- n-

The phasic densities are expressed in terms of the state variables by a two-term Taylor series
approximation for the equation of state. For example for the vapor phase

n+l n n( n+l n
+ (ap/aP)u (P' - P-) + (apg/aug) nu n u J (3-20)

n+1 n n ÷,uf n f( n+,I n) (3-21)
+1 '~(ap/aP)u (P+1 - (n++1(

Pf - Pf - + (a/u) 1uf -f .

The system of difference equations, consisting of Equations (3-10) through (3-15), along with
the linear equations of state, Equations (3-20) and (3-21), are solved simultaneously by a forward
elimination scheme and subsequent direct solution for the pressure field. This process is illustrated
in matrix form in Figure 3-2. The system of difference equations is illustrated in Figure 3-2 by
designating nonzero coefficients of the dependent variables by x's in each equation, as identified in
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the left-most column. The n+1 or new-time value for the volume variables at nodej comprises the
vector, (P, Pg, Pp a;, Ur Uf), and the junction variables for junctions j+, andj-1/ comprise the vector
(Vg vf). Pressures are shown only for nodes j-1, j, and j+1, as they are the only volume variables that
appear in the system of equations for node and junctions j-112 and j+112. All other terms of the
equation are shown as source terms in the right-most column in Figure 3-2. In particular, this column
contains all terms evaluated at the nth or current time level.

The momentum equations couple the velocities to the pressure field and are applied at junctions
j+1/2 and j-112 for the control volume j, illustrated above the matrix in Figure 3-2. The mass and
energy conservation equations apply to volume j and express the volume pressure in terms of the
volume mass and energy variables. The linear structure of the system of equations and the fact that
the junction velocities are only functions of the pressures at the n+1 time step level, permit the
volume equation to be reduced to a single equation in terms of the volume pressure and junction
velocities at the n+1 time level. This is illustrated as the first reduction step in Figure 3-2. The
momentum equations can also be solved for the liquid and vapor velocities in terms of the adjoining
volume pressures as a part of this first step or reduction. In the second reduction step, the junction
velocities are eliminated from the j volume pressure equation to yield a single equation for each
control volume in terms of pressures in the jth volume and the adjoining (j+l)th and (j.1)th volumes.
For a sequentially coupled system, this results in a tridiagonal matrix of equations for the system
pressures. For branched systems, the matrix is no longer tridiagonal but remains sparse, and a sparse
matrix solution algorithm is used to obtain a direct solution for all new-time system pressures.

A back-substitution procedure is used to evaluate all system masses, energies, and velocities.
Evaluation of the state parameters from the full nonlinear equation of state completes the basic time
advancement algorithm.

The semi-implicit algorithm for two-phase to two-phase transition can, therefore, be summarized
in the following seven steps:

Step 1: Update variable PI'" by constructing linear system Ax = b and solving with sparse matrix
solver for PI+" using the state-variable data at t".

Step 2: Update the phasic velocities at time level n +1 by solving for the phasic velocities using
explicit advancement of momentum equations with pressure data p'+' from Step 1.

Step 3: Update the intermediate values for the noncondensible qualities, the phasic voids, and
specific internal energies by solving for the intermediate values using pressure from Step 1
and phasic velocities from Step 2.

Step 4: Calculate mass errors from Equations (3-22) and (3-23) and compare them to prescribed
tolerances. If the test fails, reduce At and restart advancement at Step 1. If the tests
succeed, proceed to Step 5.

Step 5. Update rg n" by computing the interphase mass transfer from Equation (3-7).

Step 6. Update the noncondensible qualities and the phasic voids and internal energies using the
pressure from Step 1, the phasic velocities from Step 2, and r n+1 from step 5.g
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Step 7. Advance to the next time station and return to Step 1.

3.1.3 Time Step Control

A variety of checks on solution acceptability are used to control the time step. These include
material Courant limit checks, mass error checks, material properties out of defined ranges, water
property errors, or excessive extrapolation of state properties in the metastable regimes.

The material Courant limit check is made before a hydrodynamic advancement takes place. The
material Courant limit is evaluated for each hydrodynamic volume using the volume mass average
velocity:

( [At=max(a, a)/max(j fI, g g

i = 1, 2, ..., N,

where N is the total number of volumes in the entire system.

The minimum Courant limit for all of the N volumes is the Courant limit for the entire system.

The mass error check is made after the time step solution is nearly complete. Two types of
mass error measures are computed. The first one checks the validity of density linearization and is
defined as

Em = max(IpW - pi I/pi, i = 1, 2, ..., N) (3-22)

where p,,,d is the total density of the ith volume computed from the state relationship. The second
one is a measure of overall system mass error and is given by

N N

E. = 2 i [V,(p1 - Pmi)] 2 /• (Vipi)2  (3-23)
i=1 i=1

where Vi is the volume of the ith volume.

If either Em or Er is >8 x 10-3, the time step is rejected and repeated with one half of the
time step size. Otherwise, the time step is accepted, and the next time step size is doubled if both
Em and Errs are <8 x 104.

If at any point in the solution flow a material property is found to lie outside the defined range,
the time step is halved and repeated. This process will proceed until the user-specified minimum time
step is reached. If the minimum time step is reached without obtaining a valid solution, the code
calculation is terminated and the last time step is repeated with a diagnostic dump printed. A
program stop is encountered at completion of the step. This same procedure is applied for all
property or extrapolation features.
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3.2 Nearly Implicit Scheme

As discussed earlier, it is possible to employ increased implicitness to achieve stability for time
steps that exceed the time interval corresponding to propagation through the spatial discretization
interval. The semi-implicit scheme, previously discussed, has sufficient implicitness to eliminate
stability limits associated with propagation of pressure waves. We now turn to consideration of
schemes having sufficient implicitness to eliminate Courant-type stability limits associated with
material transport. Before discussing the details of the nearly implicit scheme, we will again review
the accuracy limitations inherent in the use of such schemes.

The motive for the use of increased implicitness is to achieve faster running algorithms.
However, the inherent compromise in accuracy that can result has not always been properly
considered. Therefore, we resort to consideration of a simple, single advection equation to examine
the conditions under which Material Courant Violating (MCV) schemes should be used. We note
that when an MCV scheme is run at time steps that correspond to the Courant limit, then the scheme
is as accurate as an explicit or semi-implicit scheme and the only disadvantage is the increased
computational effort required to maintain the increased implicitness. Thus, a clear advantage of
implicit schemes is the time-step flexibility that results from being able to follow transient evolution
by running at a reduced time step and also being able to run at a large time step when it is not
important to follow the detailed evolution or where the time evolution is very slow.

3.2.1 Implications of Implicit Differencing

The properties of an implicit difference scheme can be illustrated by using the following
advection equation:

a/a + B oW*& = - C( - 40 (3-24)

which represents the propagation and decay of dependent variable, •, used here as a scalar to its
steady state value 4o- The velocity of propagation is B, the time constant of the decay is (1/C), and
the steady state value that the system approaches is 4o- If we examine the predicted behavior of a
typical Fourier component of the solution for a simple implicit central difference operator at a spatial
point xj, we obtain the following result:

, = + C /[1 + CAt + i(BAtlAx)sin(kAx)] (3-5)

where k is the wavenumber (= 21r/l) for a particular Fourier mode of wavelength A. If we take the
limit to Equation (3-25) for large CAt, then only the steady state component of the solution remains

(e. n+1(e, n - 4,,). The transient response is completely eliminated for sufficiently large CAt.

Now, consider Equation (3-24) with the right hand side set to zero for a large At such that the
Courant number B(At/lx) is large. The exact solution in this case is a periodic wave propagating with
speed B and without decay. The Fourier components of the numerical solution with wavenumbers
k such that B(At/Ax)sin(k Ax) are large will nonetheless decay to zero as t - (*. In this case, the
undamped dynamic wave propagation phenomena present in the differential system has been filtered
out completely by the numerical solution. Reference 3-2 qualified the above statement by noting that
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if the wavelength is extremely long (small k) such that B(At/Ax)sin(k Ax) is still much less than one,
then these long waves may be accurately represented, whereas the short waves are effectively filtered
out of the calculation. The above qualification, however, is flawed because at the shortest
wavelength, 2Ax, sin(k Ax) = sin(r) = 0. Hence, the short waves with large wave numbers are not
filtered out of the calculation if implicit central differencing is used. If, instead, upwind differencing
is used to difference the spatial derivative term in Equation (3-24), then the i sin(k Ax) term in
Equation (3-25) is replaced by (1 - e-") and the qualification made in reference 3-2 holds. Because
short waves are usually not present at the steady state, the use of implicit upwind differencing is
recommended if the objective is to reach steady state quickly by taking large time steps.

If At is restricted to the Courant limit corresponding to the propagation speed B, then whether
or not the transient is accurately resolved will depend on the time-step size relative to the time
constant (1/C). For example, for accurate resolution we must require

(BAt/Ax) and (CAt) : 1

where (BAt/Ax) is the convective. Courant number.

Thus, we see that if the time-step size is large compared to the Courant number associated with
the advection or the time constant of the decay (1/C), the transient response is effectively filtered
out of the solution. Whether or not this is acceptable in a given situation requires knowledge of the
process and will depend on the reason that a solution is desired. Clearly, if only the steady state
behavior of the system is desired, then the implicit scheme does what we want. On the other hand,
if the transient response is desired, then the implicit scheme may require more computation effort
compared to more explicit methods, since the time step must be restricted in order to accurately
resolve convective phenomena.

To avoid the problem of solving fully implicit difference schemes, fractional step (sometimes
called multiple-step since all of the steps are for the same time step) methods have been developed
(Mahaffy 1982, Trapp and Riemke 1986). The equations can be split into fractional steps based on
physical phenomena. This is the basic idea that motivated the development of the nearly implicit
scheme. The fraction step method developed by Trapp and Riemke (1986) differs from that of the
earlier developments in the reduced number of steps required to evaluate the momentum equations.
This method is called the nearly implicit method of RELAP5 and is presented below.

The nearly implicit scheme consists of a first step that solves all six conservation equations,
treating all interphase exchange processes, the pressure propagation process, and the momentum
convection process, implicitly. This step uses the finite difference equations in the same form as for
the semi-implicit scheme, except that the momentum flux terms of the sum and difference equations
are evaluated in a linearly implicit fashion, and the added numerical viscosities are deleted. Thus,
only the modified form for the momentum equations will need to be described here. The mass and
energy equations are identical to Equations (3-10), (3-11), (3-14), and (3-15).
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The sum and difference momentum equations for the nearly-implicit scheme are

-%sJl2v v,)+÷,a + (ojof)).,2. (7+1-1~ji 171
[f n n+ 2n n n+1 n

+ l/2(&%g)j+t2 ~(Vg)j1+ + 2(Vg)?+it['gfja - (Vg)7 i]
- (vJ -1/ (Vg ) 71-(Vg)j 1/ A tI

S•.n { 2n n 7F1+1l+ 1/2 (& P 2f) ÷lf.(vf)7÷' + 2(vf)J+l [(nf)+ 1 - (vn)7. 1]

= - (Pie1 - pJ)nll At + [:.1/2 Bx

- (rg)n,-22 (Vg - v()vn1/2] Axj+a/2 t (3-26)

+ 1/2 n .2 [(n+ . g n 2
v( V• - ,. - (V ,

2(VA)+ n.+÷1 1 At

-2(Vg)71}At%)~ -1/ [&•)I)cx] -)(v+1) { (v•)> 2(vj)> (f)

- (vs);+] t- 12[(v i/15.t.)(vfpo)] 72+1 (vt)i*2v/i1[v)~

- +. . .,,÷(g [)7 o,,,, - ,)n, -

+p p' n+1 At +~ -j1/ g-Bxf/tg~a~)j1

1/2 (+f V1,2)j+l12 + g
3n- 27n+)

-1.2 -(V )j+1/2] Ax1 1/ 2 At(3

Although the additional implicitness in Equations (3-26) and (3-27) involves only the momentum

convective terms, it has a large impact on the algebraic solution algorithm in the first step. In the

semi-implicit and in the nearly implicit scheme, the mass and energy equations, Equations (3-10),

(3-11), (3-14), and (3-15), can be solved locally to give a single equation of the form

Vgj+ 1 n+1 n 72+n1 n+1

=A vg,7j+1 + B Vg,j/ + C v, j+2 + D Vf, j+ ,,v ÷÷+ E (3-28)

Jf fJI

for pressure at node j, where A, B, C, D, and E contain only (n)-level variables (see Figure 3-1 for
cell indexes). This is the first step of the semi-implicit reduction shown in Figure 3-2.

In the semi-implicit scheme, the momentum equations could be solved locally to obtain velocities

in terms of the pressures. This requires a two-by-two matrix solution at each junction to obtain
f+ -1/jl = AI(p1 G1 - +pn/I") + C) (3-29)

~(gfj-1f2

+-1I. = B(:.I,_ 5-1) + 3I-30)

n+1 fj-na A (3-27)
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where A', B', C', and D', again, contain only (n)-level variables. These two reductions are also
included in the first step of the semi-implicit scheme illustrated on Figure 3-2.

In the nearly implicit scheme, because the momentum flux terms are implicit, the momentum
Equations (3-26) and (3-27) cannot be locally solved to obtain a form like Equations (3-29)
and (3-30), since the convective terms involve the (n+!)-level upstream and downstream velocities.
The phasic mass and energy equations, on the other hand, can still be used to obtain Equation (3-28).
Thus, in the nearly-implicit scheme, the process is inverted, and Equation (3-28) is used to eliminate
the (n+l)-level pressure terms from the momentum equations. A coupled pair of momentum
equations for each junction involving only (n +1)-level velocities is, thus, obtained. However, because
of the (n +1)-level momentum flux terms, this results in a globally coupled system when the pressures
are eliminated. For a straight pipe of 100 junctions, a block tridiagonal matrix system 200 by 200 with
2 by 2 blocks is obtained. This system can be solved using a sparse matrix solution algorithm. Once

ten +1 n+1
the Vf and vg solution is obtained, PF+1 can be obtained by back substitution. Back substitution
into the mass and energy equations produces intermediate/provisional n + 1 values for ag, ug, and uf,

n1 n+1 n+
denoted by &g , U÷ , and uf . This completes the first step of the nearly implicit scheme and is

illustrated in Figure 3-3, using a similar matrix format as shown in Figure 3-2 for the semi-implicit
scheme. If we stopped at this point, we would find that the level of implicitness is insufficient to
eliminate the material Courant time-step limit. Thus, a second step in which the convected variables
are evaluated implicitly is required. (By way of contrast, this single step replaces three steps used in
the SETS scheme, Mahaffy (1982), in which the steps are the preprediction step for velocities, the
velocity convection stabilization step, and the semi-implicit step involving implicit pressures.)

The second step in the nearly implicit scheme is used to implicitly evaluate the convective terms
in the mass and energy balance equations. This step uses the final (n +1) level velocities from the
first step along with the interphase exchange terms resulting from the first step. For example, the

ni4 _1 n+l
interphase heat and mass exchange terms for Step 2 are calculated using P , Ugt, and Uf from
Step 1. The phasic continuity and energy equations in this second step have the fluxed variables
evaluated at the n+1 time level [implicitly as compared to their explicit evaluation in the first step
(and as in the semi-implicit method)].

The mixture mass equation is

+I n+1 n, (1 n+l 1 .

(agPg f 1Kp)~ a~g+cjP)

\. n+l nl _/ n+1l . n+1
+ ( _) (Vf);:i1 A - (Cgog)i (Y7-1/2

+ % j v)J( _,)ýAj+ 114 (A&t/I) = 0 . (3-31)
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The difference of phasic mass equation is

. .1 n+1 n+ 1

- Pt. +I )n~jA+~ 2  (,,•gI,) _.•1(v-_112
i .+1 n-*,1 _ (A-og) = 2(,gn+l

+ ( v,1,,(._1nlJ_1_14 2 At (3-32)

In these continuity equations, the mass exchange g is evaluated using the provisional values from

the first step.

The vapor energy equation is given by

(•tgug)jn. - ("gpggUg)j + -',( c -n

+ [(Ig n+1+ (6g)7i+1'ppj](Vg n+I
,Y. .. .n2 g 1 nlp.-1-, p.~~gP~)iz+t')../2 1/ )Jr.gJ'/.~f2Ijll2(At/5)

[(d. . n+l 1~ +ýeI] gn+l14

0,,8ag).i-112 + (a )7_•. ](, l)t!-1/2( //j)

{-•n- )l-n+IA .hl~g _ ....n q_,+1
-qh;(h; - h;)]- [h/(h - n;) f q/ AO (3-33)

.e+ + DISSg} Ii At

The liquid energy equation is given by

no.1 nu) n+.Fn
1pf)÷l- (aJpj/f)j j (af - 4)i

r,; .+,÷ , . 1 n+Iwl (•/}
+ +tI/);v + (•&~)7 P (f);:1, Aj+,l ( )

- + (,"7+, , +1]( n+)A-I(

= + {/(h - nh)r]q'A + [hg;(hg - h;)]nqoA (3-34)

+ q f, + DISSf} At
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This second step uses the mass and energy balance equations only. If the structure of
Equations (3-31) through (3-34) is examined, it is seen that each equation only involves one unknown

n+1 n÷1
variable: Equation (3-31) contains(cp); , Equation (3-30) contains(cap)i , Equation (3-33)

,s" n+l +

contains (apu 5 , and Equation (3-34) contains (apu)7÷1. This is because the new-time

n+1 n+1
velocities, vg andvf , are known from Step 1. Provisional (n+1) values from Step 1 are used in the

exchange terms. This second step is also shown schematically in Figure 3-3. Hence, each equation
is uncoupled from the other and can be solved independently. In addition, the two equations
involving the gas phase, Equations (3-31) and (3-33), have the same structural form for the convective

terms (i.e., convection in each equation is with velocityv n1).

The matrix multiplying the unknown new-time variable in Equation (3-31) is decomposed only
once, and then this decomposition is used with different right-hand sides to solve both
Equations (3-31) and (3-33). Hence, for a straight pipe problem of 100 cells, only one 100 by 100

n+l n+1
tridiagonal system must be decomposed to obtain (ap) and(apu); . In like manner, the liquid

phase Equations (3-32) and (3-34) have the same structure and require only one decomposition to
(a n+l . n1I

be carried out to solve both equation sets, giving (pu)V and (ap).

n+1 n+1 n+1With the above four new variables known, we obtainu ,u1 , andaf as

n+1 = .n+l n+1 (3-35)
U9 = (apu)5 /(ap)g

n+1 = n+1 n+1 (3-36)
Uf = (apu)j /(ap)3

n+1= (,P n+1 n1l (3-37)

wher pf is the liquid density calculated from the linearized state relationship using uf and pn4 .

This second step permits implicit evaluations of the convective terms in the mass and energy
equations, and it does so with very little computational effort because of the fractional step nature
of the scheme.

3.2.2 Time-Step Control

The time-step control checks used for the nearly-implicit method are the same as that for the
semi-implicit method except that the maximum Courant numbers in the most limiting volume are 10.0
in the transient mode and 20.0 in the steady-state mode.
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3.3 Truncation and Linearization Errors of the
Numerical Methods in RELAP5

The truncation errors of the semi-implicit method and nearly implicit method are found by
considering the difference between Lu and L,;n(Ax, At)u, where L and Lmnn are the differential and
difference operators in question, respectively, and u is the analytical solution of the differential
equation.

The truncation error (TE) for the sum and difference momentum and mass equations, and the
phasic energy equation for the semi-implicit method are

TE(MOM,) = 1/2 &2~g A &+ ~ f.tj]

+ 1/2 1pG A) + "P ISF]Ax + HOT. (3-38)

TEM M 1/2 [AtLA61i+r VISG - VISF] 6
(- - )2 J J (3-39)

+ H.O.T.

T.E. (MASSs) = 1/2 At 0'~Pg + f pf) + HOT. (3-40)
at2

T.E. (MASSD) = 1/2 At _ _(__pg + a__f) + H.O.T. (3-41)
a&

2

T.E(ENEg) = 1/2 At +gPgug) g + H.O.T. (3-42)
Lat2

T.E.(ENEf) = 1/2 At I ( + Pn a2dg + H.O.T. (343)
&,a2 ' at2 J

Here HOT stands for high order terms; MOMS, MOMD, MASSs, and MASSD stand for
momentum sum and difference and mass sum and difference equations, respectively; ENEg and ENEf

VISG VISE

stand for vapor and liquid energy difference equations, respectively. The terms V and V are
(&) 2  (AX) 2

difference approximations to (I ( V I J). Hence, these two terms can be combined with the first
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2(Ax - Vg'At) VISG _ (Ax - l•.At) VISFE +

(AX) 2  A) H.O.T.

terms of Equation (3-39) to form the expression for the truncation error for the momentum
difference equation with a similar expression for that of the momentum sum equation. The
truncation error is, therefore, at a minimum when the Courant number is equal to one. In general,
the method is of first order accuracy in At and Ax.

The truncation errors for the nearly implicit method are almost identical in form. The only
difference is that the terms involving VISF and VISG are no longer present in the T.E.

When the nonlinear equations (including equations of state) are linearized, the phasic densities
and temperatures at the new time levels are linearized against their old time values. The linearization
errors (LE.) incurred are as follows:

82Pk -2 PkL.E. (Pk) = 1/2[ (p•÷' _ p,) 2 + 2 (P' ' - Jnz)(uk n+1- Uk")
3TPT aPaO

+ ePk ni 2]S 2 (Uk + U1 Uk
'Uk

+ H.O.T., k =f, g (3-44)

_l18 2 Tk p1_ )2 + 2 (p7 p) IY.(U -n

L.E. (T -= (-'+2 - 2 k (J"fk - un )
21 aP2 419Uk /~ k

kUk

(3-45)
+ H.O.T., k = fg.

Here, we have ignored the effects of the noncondensibles. In the presence of the

noncondensibles, the quadratic forms in Equations (3-44) and (3-45) have six terms instead of three

for the gas phase (k = g); and terms such as 1/2 8-2pjkn2 and 1/2o-2Tk&n2 should be added to the

respective quadratic forms in Equations (3-44) and (3-45).

3.4 Special Numerical Techniques

In the implementation of numerical integration methods that have been discussed, many special
situations arise that require some modification of the basic procedure in order to achieve acceptable
results. These problems arise from two basic sources. First, the equations embody transitions from
two-phase to single-phase conditions and vice-versa. We will call this phase transition. This transition
invariably involves discontinuous change in the partial derivatives of the dependent variables, most
notably the void fraction. Significant truncation errors occur at such points of discontinuous change,
and the only effective method to date for controlling the growth of such errors is the'use of a small
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time-step at, or across, the point of discontinuous change. Even this procedure is not always
effective, as we shall see.

In general, the Courant limit violating schemes have been only partially effective because of the
problems associated with phase transition. The need to use small time-steps at such transitions
reduces the overall efficiency. In almost all schemes, a single time-step is used for all spatial nodes.
Thus, the solution at all nodes suffers a loss in efficiency for each need to reduce the time-step
because of a transition in a single node. Invariably, the more nodes included in the solution, the
greater the likelihood of phase transitions.

The second characteristic of two-phase models is the use of constitutive models based on flow
regime maps that involve essentially nonsmooth transitions between flow regimes. Thus, the
constitutive parameters associated with interphase friction, wall friction, interphase heat transfer, and
wall heat transfer can all suffer rapid change in magnitude from one time-step to the next. Such
transitions are for the most part nonphysical, but real flows even exhibit hysteresis for some
transitions, which, if implemented in a numerical scheme, introduce significant complications and
possible stability problems associated with numerical noise.

A variety of procedures have been developed to ameliorate the effects of anomalous numerical
behavior. Some of these methods will be discussed in this section.

3.4.1 Time Smoothing

The constitutive models used in most two-phase models are formulated as algebraic functions
of the dependent variables, and the models to be used are selected based on flow regime
considerations. As has been mentioned, this can result in nonsmooth functions and/or a very rapid
change in the constitutive parameters. Naturally, such formulations impact accuracy of the numerical
scheme. An approach in wide usage to ameliorate the effect of such formulations is time smoothing
(sometimes also called under-relaxation). This process has been effective in permitting a larger time-
step and thus increasing computational speed. However, this process can have significant effects on
the computed results (Ransom and Weaver 1987). Thus, we will discuss this method and show how
time smoothing can be implemented in a time-step insensitive manner.

The usual way that time smoothing for certain constitutive parameters is implemented is to
weight the current time value of a parameter with the running-weighted value. A linear weighting
process is defined by the recursion relation

On =1 - 10,, + (1 - 'q)(nn1  (3-46)

where

n = time level index

f = function to be smoothed

= smoothed value
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i = weighting factor.

If we now consider that the function f changes discontinuously at t = t, so that

(f) = (f), for t < tj (3-47)

(f) = (f2 for t t t1  (3-48)

where

t = t1 + nAt (3-49)

For initial conditions, we assume

DO --- (0 (3-50)

Under these conditions, the recursion process defined by Equation (3-46) reduces to

(0)n = (f)0 + (1 - Yr)[(f) 2 - (0l1 (3-51)

or in terms of the time variable defined by Equation (3-49),

On = (01 + 1 - 't-tl)2At][2 - (3-52)

It is clear from this result that (f)will vary differently with time, t, if different values for the time
step, At, are used. Clearly, this is an undesirable result.

A time-step insensitive procedure is obtained if we use for q)

il = e -A t/ (3-53)

where r is a time constant, possibly associated with the physical transition process. Now, we obtain
from Equation (3-46)
O•n = 01~ + (1 - e-(-t)/10(2 - (01] 3-4

which traces out the same function regardless of the time-step size.

It is also possible to use a logarithmic form of Equation (3-46) in which

ln(f)n = Tj ln(fl)n_1 + (1 - rj)ln(fJ) (3-55)

and here, again, if q is defined as in Equation (3-53), a time-step insensitive function is again
obtained, for example,

ln(f)n = ri In(f), + (1 - 'e')[ln(f)2 -ln(f)l] (456)
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It is clearly desirable to use a time-step insensitive formulation for time smoothing.

The choice of time constant for the time smoothing of interphase heat transfer and drag
coefficient in RELAP5/MOD3, however, has stirred considerable debate. Ransom (1985) suggests
that the value of the time constant should be related to the physics of the process if possible.
Empirical observation has shown that the time constant associated with flow regime transition is
approximately 0.01 s. The use of this value as time constant, however, has caused considerable
problems for early developmental versions of RELAP5/MOD3. Riemkec indicates that widely
oscillating voids have been observed in the GE level swell 1-ft diameter problem if 0.01 s is used for
the time constant for the time smoothing of interphase heat transfer and drag coefficients. The value
currently used in the code is 0.1 s.

The code also allows the user the option to use MOD2.5 time smoothing. This is a scheme
developed by Bryce (Feinauer et al. 1984). It assumes the following form:

,q = exp [- min {0.693, max [At/t, min (Att/, Y)]}] (3-57)

where

TC = &1/[0.7 af min (Ivgl, Ivf I)]

TF = 1.O/SQRT [mrin (g, 0.516 - D*)ID]

D* = D • SQRT Lg -(pf - pg)/o] D = hydraulic diameter

, = max [0.010536, (min (IVgI, IVfI) + 10-7)/max (10-7, IVgl, IV"I))I

for the time smoothing of interphase heat transfer coefficients. A slightly different form described
later in this section is used for the time smoothing of interphase drag coefficients.

In Equation (3-57), ,r is a Courant type of time constant, y. is a term that is large when there
is a large slip velocity between the liquid and gas at low velocities. It is used (Feinauer et al. 1984,
p. 75) because of the dependence of the calculated interfacial heat transfer Hi, on the slip velocity
for some flow regimes.

The TF term is a gravity-related time constant to cover the cases when velocities are small. For
D* > 19, rrF = (D/g)'6 and is proportional to the time required for a Taylor bubble to rise above a
cell (Allison et al., 1950, Vol. 1, p.3.3-4). This is consistent with the suggestion of Taitel and Dukler
(1976) that bubbly flow may not exist in tubes of small diameter where the rise velocity of small
bubbles exceeds that of Taylor bubbles and that the limiting tube diameter allowing the presence of
bubbly flow is D* > 19.

c. Private communication.
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For D* < 19, ?F = [(D/g) -(19/D*)I'2.

Bryced indicates that this form is chosen because the critical Kutateladze number, K, is an increasing
function of D* for D'<19 Wallis and Makkenchery. The critical Kutateladze number is the
dimensionless gas flux below which a hanging liquid film in vertical annular two-phase flow will flow
downward. The dimensionless tube diameter D* is sometimes called the Bond number and is the
ratio of tube diameter to the Laplace capillary constant.

For small At, min (At/tF,ys) = At/.¶F

Hence, the il in Equation (3-57) is in the form i1 = e -At/,
and the computed solutions should be time-step insensitive. Krishnamurthy (1992) reports (see also
Section 5) that the computed solutions are actually time-step sensitive for the Edwards pipe blow
down problem.

This is because the time smoothing constant rn for the interphase drag coefficients is of the form

,n* = min (0.90, -n) (3-58)

where il is given by Equation (3-57). If the 0.90 is removed so that rQ* = rI, then the computed
solutions are no longer time step sensitive (Section 5.7).

One of the main advantages of using MOD2.5 time smoothing is that it allows the code to use
smaller time constants when At is small. This limits the time smoothing to some extent for small At
but allows the code to use larger time smoothing when the code is running close to Courant At with
large slip velocities. Experience shows that MOD2.5 time smoothing, in general, allows the code to
run to completion for large plant simulation without excessive restarts to change requested maximum
time steps.

3.4.2 Single to Two-Phase Transitions

The two-fluid model has two mechanisms that can contribute to phase transition. The first is
simply the convective process in which the phases flow at different velocities. The second is the
interphase mass transfer process, which can contribute to phase appearance or disappearance.
Experience has shown that the most troublesome transition is between single-phase liquid and
two-phase conditions. This transition can result in the calculation of extremely large amplitude
pressure pulses, called water packing, and in large mass and energy truncation errors. Often, the
water-packing pressure pulses are so large that the predicted pressures exceed the range of validity
of the equations of state, and code failures result. This water-packing characteristic is completely
nonphysical, though somewhat analogous to water-hammer phenomena in real fluid flows.

Water packing occurs or is affected by several factors. Chief among these is the great change
in the bulk modulus between the liquid state and the two-phase state. The sound speed is related
to this property and can be used as an indication of the wide range of variation. The speed of sound

d. Private communication.
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in liquid water is 1,822 m/s at 6.0 bars pressure. The homogeneous-equilibrium sound speed for a
steam-water mixture at void fractions approaching zero is 5.37 m/s at the same pressure. Thus, it is
clear that the compressibility of the mixture suffers a significant discontinuity at the phase boundary.
This extreme variation in bulk modulus is partially responsible for the water packing numerical
anomaly.

Another factor that contributes to water packing is the method of discretizing the momentum
equations, especially under special situations of interfacial mass transfer. This anomalous feature is
best illustrated. In Figure 3-4 illustrates a physical process in which steam is condensing on a liquid
interface. The velocities of vapor and liquid at junction j-112 are from bottom to top, and the velocity
of liquid and vapor at junction j+3/2 is from top to bottom. Cellj is about to fill with water, both
from convection of water into the cell from junction j-1/2 and from condensation in cell j. The
momentum equations written between cell j and j+1 (the momentum control volume is indicated by
the dashed lines) will contain a significant mass of water and, therefore, have a large inertia. At the
instant or time step that cell j fills with water, the liquid velocity at junction j+1/2 must reverse in
order to satisfy continuity, and a large pressure increase results. So far, this course of events is
physical and the result expected. What is nonphysical is that an extremely large pressure increase is
required to reverse the liquid velocity at junction j+1/2 because of the artificially large inertia that
results from including the water within the dotted control volume and assuming that it is moving with
the velocity at junction j+1/2. The severity of the water-packing pressure spike will depend on the
velocity of flow, the condensation rate, and the node size. Clearly reducing the node size
proportionately reduces the inertia and, thus, the magnitude of the nonphysical overpressure, but this
approach is usually impractical since fine nodalization is required everywhere because it cannot be
predicted a priori where such a situation will arise.

Many modifications have been tried for ameliorating these water-packing effects. Perhaps the
procedure that has worked best is the one in which inertia the made artificially small for one or
several time steps so that the velocity reversal can occur with only a small pressure increase (Mahaffy
and Liles 1983). A variant of this approach is now used in RELAP5/MOD3 (see Vol. 3 of Allison
et al. (1990) for details). The real trick is to detect where such af!x needs to be applied and for how
many time-steps. These procedures are difficult to generalize and are more or less art forms that
have evolved in each numerical procedure development. Shielaea has also found that the time
smoothing of interphase heat transfer coefficients can have a significant effect on how well the
water-packing ameliorating effort in the code works. Too large an rj in the time smoothing
Equation (3-46) can interfere with the proper condensation of steam in cell j, thus causing pressure
spikes or incorrect computation of pressure in the MIT pressurizer problem described in Volume III
of Allison et al (1990).

Mass and energy errors also occur at phase transitions when more net mass of either phase is
predicted to flow from a volume on one time-step than is contained within the volume. Such errors
are controllable to acceptable tolerance by time-step reduction. A small time-step is needed only at
the point of transition, but, unfortunately, it is difficult to predict when such a transition will occur.
Thus, many small time-steps may be required to effect the transition. This method was developed

e. The INEL author.
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Figure 3-4. Illustration of conditions that result in water packing.

and implemented in the RELAP5 Code, (ransom et al. 1985) and has been quite successful in
mitigating mass errors caused by phase transition. Generally, it is assumed that control of mass errors
due to phase transition also controls associated energy errors, but usually no global energy balance
is made to evaluate such effects. Experience indicates that these effects are at least small enough
to not be noticeable.

3.5 Mass and Energy Errors

Mass and energy errors not only occur when phase transitions occur, as discussed, but also when
the donored properties are incorrect due to flow reversal within a time step. When donor
formulations are used, they are usually based on an explicit prediction of the new-time velocity and
then kept fixed during the semi-implicit or implicit solution step. If the implicit velocity changes sign,
the donored mass and energy properties are from the incorrect volume. This can be corrected by
repeating the time advancement process for the time-step. However, while this solves the problem,
it is inefficient and can also lead to nonconvergence due to oscillations. A scheme for assessing the
consequence of incorrect donoring is used in the RELAP5 Code (Ransom et al. 1985, Allison et al.
1990). In this scheme, the mass error is estimated, and the time step is only repeated if significant
error would result. In addition, the RELAP5 scheme is designed to detect the error before
completion of the time step and can efficiently reverse the donor decision and subsequently complete
the time step, thus minimizing wasted computation.

Another source of energy error that does not result in net loss or gain of energy but results in
nonphysical phasic energy distribution is use of incorrect energies associated with interphase mass
transfer. These errors show up as nonphysical phase heating or cooling, which can be in violation
of second-law considerations. In most physical situations, the phase interface will exist at very near
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the local saturation temperature, defined by the local pressure. In view of this fact, it is usually
assumed that interface mass transfer will occur from saturation state to saturation state. Locally, this
is a close approximation to the physical situation, but when the averaged formulation is used it is
necessary to account for the energy difference between the bulk state and the interface for the mass
which is transferred. In the general formulation, this energy exchange would be accounted for by the
intraphase heat flux caused by conduction and/or turbulent diffusion. These terms are invariably
omitted owing to inability to characterize them, and, so, the energy difference between bulk and the
interface must be included in the overall energy exchange associated with mass exchange. Chow
et al.f show that a reasonable formulation results when the phasic bulk enthalpy for the exchanged
mass is used in the interfacial energy balance rather than the corresponding saturation enthalpy. This
accounts for the phase internal process responsible for the intraphase energy gradient.

3.6 Comparisons of Numerical Methods

There are essentially only two kinds of numerical methods for solving coupled systems of PDEs:
complete discretization methods and spatial discretization (or semidiscrete) methods. The complete
discretization methods can be further classified into three methods: explicit or semi-implicit,
fractional-step nearly implicit, and single-step fully implicit. In this section, we first examine some
better known single-step fully implicit methods and then give a comparison of the semi-implicit
method, the fractional step nearly implicit method, and the single-step fully implicit method. Finally,
briefly mention some of the better-known (to the author's) spatial discretization methods.

3.6.1 Single-Step Implicit Scheme

We will use the term fidly implicit scheme to refer to those schemes not Courant limited and
that accomplish the time advancement in a single step. The single-step solution may be accomplished
by linearization of the equations and solution of a system of linear difference equations for the entire
system, or the nonlinear equations can be solved using interactive methods. Examples for both of
these approaches exist. The CATHENA code is based on the use of linearized equations, which are
solved by direct inversion using a sparse matrix routine (the authors of this method retain the term
semi-implicit to describe their scheme, since not all terms are evaluated at the new time level;
however, the implicitness is sufficient that no time-step stability limits remain) (Richards et al., 1985).
The second example is the CATHARE code, in which a fully implicit formulation is used and is
solved by a Newton-Raphson iterative method (Micaelli 1987). Both of these codes use donor
formulations for the mass and energy flux terms to enhance stability and are based on a staggered
difference mesh in which the scalar variables are evaluated at cell centers, and the velocities are
evaluated on the cell faces. Both examples are one-dimensional formulations.

The CATHENA method will be described as an example of the single-step implicit method.
It was chosen mainly because the difference equations have been published in some detail (Richards
et al., 1985). The linearization of the difference equations, when products of the dependent variable
appear, is accomplished by expanding about the current time level and neglecting second order terms.
The linearization of the mass flux term used in CATHENA is

(ixpv)r~' = pvp(dw' - et) + cip(''- P) + (ccpv) (3-59)

f. H. Chow et al, 1989 " Anomalous Numerical Behavior in Two-Phase Flow Simulations," submitted to
Journal of Computational Physics, unpublished.
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where the variation of the density is neglected. The linearization is extended to donored quantities
and, while not stated in Richards et al., (1985) it is assumed that the donor formulation is based on
the current time velocities; otherwise, a direct solution would not be possible.

An interesting feature of the CATHENA formulation is that the energy equations are used in
an expanded or so-called nonconservative form such that the energy flux terms appear as velocity
derivatives. The energy density then appears as the coefficient of the velocity derivative, and these
quantities are donored. This is an unusual approach and is unique among the methods that have
been reviewed in this work. The remaining features of the difference equation formulation are fairly
standard, so the detailed difference equations will not be recorded here. See Richards et al., (1985).

3.6.2 Comparison of the Three Complete Discretization Methods

The semi-implicit, nearly implicit, and fully implicit methods discussed have all been implemented
and used to simulate two-phase problems. Thus, we can make some comparisons based on this
experience. It is clear from the development that all of the schemes are of the same order of
accuracy (i.e., first-order accurate in space and time), so the local error is second-order. When such
schemes are used for integration over fixed intervals in space and/or time, the accumulated error is
first-order in the discretization interval. Thus, in terms of accuracy at a comparable time-step, all
schemes are essentially the same. One can also conclude that when the Courant limit violating
schemes are run with a large time step, the accumulated error can be expected to increase in
proportion to the time-step size.

The relative execution times for the three schemes are reported by trapp and Riemke (1986).
The time required to solve for one time step per node relative to the semi-implicit scheme is 1.6 for
the nearly implicit scheme and 2.5 for the single step or fully implicit scheme. The differences in the
execution times are due primarily to the larger matrix that must be inverted in each case. For a
100-node problem with connecting junctions, the semi-implicit scheme requires the inversion of a 100
by 100 matrix; the nearly implicit scheme requires inversion of a 200 by 200 matrix for the velocities
followed by inversion of four 100 by 100 sparse matrices in the back substitution step; and the fully
implicit scheme requires the inversion of one 600 by 600 block sparse matrix. Which scheme is best
in a given situation requires further consideration and will depend on the type of transient problem
to be solved. One distinct advantage that the CLV schemes have is that they are flexible and can use
large time-steps when a null transient is encountered. The maximum time-step for the semi-implicit
scheme will be limited by the Courant condition, even in stationary situations.

The experience to date has shown that the nearly implicit and fully implicit schemes have not
been able to achieve as fast a running capability as might be expected, considering that they are
unconditionally stable. A possible explanation for this result lies in the nature of the two-phase
problem, particularly the discontinuities that occur in the derivatives of the dependent variables, such
as the derivative of the void fraction at the pure-phase limits. The flow regime transitions also result
in near-discontinuous behavior of the constitutive models, which is also a factor. Another factor,
which will be discussed in the next section, is anomalous numerical behavior that affects the implicit
schemes in the same way as the semi-implicit schemes. These anomalies effectively limit the
achievable time step. Thus, when the increased computational effort is balanced with the achievable
increase in time step, the more implicit schemes are only marginally successful though they enjoy a
clear advantage in quasi-steady problems.
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3.6.3 Spatial Discretization Methods

If only the spatial differential operators are discretized, then the system of PDEs can be
converted to a system of ODEs

dU F (x~tU (3-60)

and various well-known ODE integrators. For example, Gear (1971) can be used to integrate
Equation (3-60). The two-phase flow codes that use this approach include (but are not limited to)
HIPA-BWR4, RAMONA 3, and ALMOD4 (Wulff et al., 1984a, 1984b). Below is a brief description
of the codes taken from Wulff (1987).

Mixture mass balance, momentous balance, and energy balance equations are used in the
HIPA-BWR 4 code. The numerical integration with respect to time of the system of ODEs is
achieved by combining explicit first-order Euler-Cauchy and third-order Adams-Bashford algorithms.
Spatial discretization is fixed. It is chosen to yield insignificant space discretization errors for the
fastest transients of interest. Time-step size is fixed during transients and limited for all transients
by accuracy requirements.

Mixture mass balance, momentum balance, and energy balance equations are also used in the
RAMONA 3 code. Calculations are carried out by a combination of analytical integrations and
first-order Euler-Cauchy integrations.

ALMOD4/ASWR is based on the finite element method using asymmetric weighted residuals
(ASWR). This allows the code to attain good accuracy through high order spatial discretation with
only a few nodes.

Among the three complett discretization methods compared in Section 3.6.2, only the single
step fully implicit method is directly amenable to this approach. It is known, however, that if the
Jacobian matrix of F(xtU) has complex eigenvalues, then Equation (3-60) may have oscillatory
solutions and there are considerable difficulties ifi solving Equation (3-60) numerically (Gear 1971).

This difficulty is not present in the HIPA-BWR4 code nor the RAMONA-3B code because the
underlying system of PDES does not have complex characteristics. As we shall see in the next section,
the presence of complex characteristics in the underlying system of PDEs does not necessarily cause
any problem if the mesh size is not too small. Hence, the approach used by the ALMOD4/ASWR
code may be of some interest if high order accuracy solution is desired on a coarse mesh.
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The system of partial differential equations the code solves has complex characteristics (Stewart
1979, Ransom and Hicks 1984, Stewart and Wendroff 1984). Conceptually, this poses problems in
the areas of stability, well-poseness, and convergence. It is plausible that the numerical solutions may
show oscillatory behavior and yield undesirable results.

Stewart and Wendroff (1984) and Stewart (1979), on the other hand, show that the numerical
solutions are well behaved if the number of mesh points is sufficiently small. Stewart gives a
numerical example where the solutions are converging even for rather small mesh sizes.

In this section, we examine the theoretical aspects of an important mechanism that plays a
critical role in stabilizing the calculations. The mechanism is the effects of the interfacial drag
coefficients on the long wavelengths of the analytical solution. The interfacial drag is known to play
a critical role in stabilizing the long wavelengths of the numerical solutions (Stewart 1979, Stewart
and Wendroff 1984). We show analytically that it is also a key factor in stabilizing the calculations
for all wavelengths if the mesh size is not too small. This is because short wavelengths of the
analytical solution cannot be represented on a coarse mesh, so that the long wavelength stabilizing
effect of the interphase drag becomes a dominant factor for coarse grids. The theoretical details of
this aspect are given in Sections 4.2.4 and 4.3.2.

The original Lax-Richtmyer theory of stability, consistency, and convergence provides conditions
related to the concept of convergence as the mesh-sizes tend to zero (Lax and Richtmyer 1956,
Richtmyer and Morton 1967). A similar theory is developed in Section 4.2.1 for a finite sequence
of meshes for both linear and nonlinear finite difference operators. Estimates for the regions of
stability and convergence are given in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 for the semi-implicit and the nearly implicit
schemes, respectively.

The important issue of well-posedness of the equations we are solving is discussed in Section 4.1.
It is shown that within the region of stability and convergence, the problem is actually well-posed.
The growth factor for some of the wavelengths, however, may be bigger than one for a brief period
of time. This permits the code to model certain physical phenomena such as Helmholtz instability
so that results predicted by the code are potentially more accurate than those computed by codes
without complex characteristics.

We note also that the theoretical results on stability presented here are based on the analysis
of linearized constant coefficient difference equations only. Nonlinear effects such as the cascading
down of the wavelengths (the combination of long wavelengths to give rise to short wavelengths)
described in Krishnamurthy (1992) and in Section 5.8 have not been taken into account. The method
of analysis, the energy norm method, however, can be directly applied to nonlinear difference
equations with a slight modification. Hence, the conclusion of the theorems on stability are expected
to be valid at a given time-step for nonlinear difference equations. Because the upwind differencing
schemes used in the code have significant damping effects at the shortest wavelengths of the
calculations, the cascading down of the wavelengths has a beneficial effect. It is shown in Section 5.6
that even though instabilities did occur for the ORNL void profile problem when the mesh size is
very small, the oscillations did not get any worse when the number of time-steps was increased.
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Finally, we mention that the effects of virtual mass coefficients on the behavior of the solutions
have not been taken into account in this work. These effects will, in general, reduce the magnitude
of the imaginary part of the complex roots in the characteristics of the equations we are solving.
Hence, ignoring these effects makes the results presented in this section more conservative.

4.1 Well-Posedness of Equations with Complex Characteristics

We shall show in this section that the complex characteristics of the two-phase flow equation
does not always cause ill-posedness for the numerical solutions. First, we examine the characteristics
of the two-phase flow equations.

4.1.1 Complex Characteristics of Two-Phase Flow Equations

Ransom and Hicks (1984), Stewart and Wendroff (1984), and Stewart (1979) have examined the
characteristics of two phase flow equations. The following system of PDEs was studied.

aap,+ (4-1)+ +V.apvuv :0

+ V.(1-a)p14 1 = 0 (4-2)
&

a + uV-ul, + aVP = K(u,-u,) (43)

(l-a)p, [2+ ujit] + (1-cc)VP =K(u -.u1 .(4)

Here, the subscript 1 and v denote the liquid and vapor phases, respectively. Stewart (1979)
shows that, under the assumption that the liquid is incompressible compared to the vapor (reasonable
unless a is very small), the characteristic roots li of these four equations satisfy

apJ(ip-Ug)2 + (1-cc)pv(It-Uv) 2 -Cep, Cv2 (6i-UV)2(i.(-u,) 2 = 0

where c" 2 = Op,/aP. It follows that there are two real roots, one slightly less than u,-c, and one
slightly greater than u,,+c,. The other two roots are complex roots if /u,-u,/>O. If u, u" < < c«
these complex roots are approximately

u ±+'u j (u,-U) (4-5)

ST 1+ 1+E
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where

62 = (1-a) p,/apr

4.1.2 Well-Posedness of Problems with Complex Characteristics

Definition. The initial and boundary value problem of two-phase flow is well-posed (Richtsmyer
and Morton 1967, p. 39-41) if the solution depends continuously on the initial and boundary data.
Or, in other words, if u(t) and v(t) are genuine solutions corresponding to initial elements u0 and v0,
then

Iu(t)-v(t)| < Gluo-Vol (4-6)

so that if the initial states are very nearly equal, .the latter states are very nearly equal also, at
corresponding times (Richtmyer and Morton 1967, p. 41). For this to be true, the growth factor G
should not be much greater than one. In fact, for hyperbolic problems with no source terms, the
growth factor is, in general, not greater than one.

It is generally thought that the presence of complex roots in the characteristics of an initial value
problem lead to ill-posed and intractable problems. We shall show that this is not always the case.
Assume that the method of characteristics is used to cast the system of PDE in the characteristics
form,

u +0au (4-7)

where Q = [111, P23, 1, 4 ], and _u = [uP, u2, u3 U4] and pi, i = 1, 4 are the characteristic roots of the
equations. Let p =_ pj, where pj is complex valued, and let u -uj.

We are interested in investigating the effect of the complex roots on the analytical solution of
the following differential equation:

+ ... + K u =0& &

where p, = Pr + ipi; pr and pi are constants independent of x and t.
Let u = u0 exp [i(kx-wt)]. It follows that

K-kpij

so that

u = u0 exp [ikx + iklprt -(K-ktLi)t].
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Hence, the differential equation will have a bounded solution as t -- . if at t=t0 , u is a finite linear
combination of Fourier components exp [i(kx-wt0)] with k<K/Ii±. In other words, if the initial solution
of a linear problem is sufficiently smooth, then the presence of the complex roots will not cause any
problem if the exact solution is generated at each time step. Hence, for the one equation case, the
well-posedness of the problem depends only on the smoothness of the initial solution and the
magnitude of the interfacial drag coefficients. Since high-frequency components of the analytical
solution cannot be represented on a coarse mesh, this implies that if spatial discretization methods
are used to reduce the equations to a set of ODEs, the reduced problem is well-posed on coarse
meshes if the drag coefficient is sufficiently large.

In two-phase flow problems, the magnitude of the imaginary part of the complex root is
proportional to both the magnitude of the slip velocity and the interphase drag. Hence, one might
expect that the reduced analytical problem is well-posed on coarse meshes. It is shown, however, in
Section 4.2 that in the four equations case, the transformed solution vector Z needs to have a positive
component in the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the drag matrix in order for
all the wavelengths to be decaying. This is consistent with the observation that Helmholtz instability
does occur in nature and that under certain circumstances the growth factor G in inequality (4-6)
should be greater than one for a brief period of time. Stewart (1979) shows (see also Section 5.8)
where RELAP5/MOD3 is used to investigate the Helmholtz instability that soon after the growth
factor G exceeds one all wavelengths of the solution decay. Hence, when measured over an extended
period of time, the underlying reduced analytical problem on coarse mesh can still be viewed as well-
posed.

We note also that in the above one-equation model, the viscous stress is not included in the
discussion because physical viscosity is usually very small, whereas numerical viscosity depends on the
Courant number, the mesh size, and the numerical method used. It is, therefore, important that
neither the mesh size nor the interphase drag is so small that the underlying reduced analytical
problem is not ill-posed even in the absence of viscous stresses. This allows the code to run at the
Courant limit and, in general, gives the most accurate results for a given problem, since the numerical
viscosity is at its minimum at Courant number equal to one.

4.2 Region of Stability, Accuracy, and Convergence for

the Semi-implicit Method

4.2.1 Stability, Consistency, and Convergence

The original Lax-Richtmyer's (1956) theory of stability, consistency, and convergence applies
only to the solution of initial-boundary value problems for hyperbolic-parabolic partial differential
equations when the mesh size tends to zero. Because the primary concern is the behavior of the
wavelengths of the solution in length scales where the constitutive relationships are valid, a new
theory of stability, consistency, and convergence relative to a finite sequence of mesh sizes is
developed here. Here, the word stability must be understood to refer to the behavior of the
numerical solution for fixed values of the mesh-sizes, as the number of computed time-level grows
(as distinct from the notions of Lax-Richtmyer stability, which provide conditions related to the
concept of convergence as the mesh-sizes tend to zero.)
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Unless otherwise noted, the mathematical symbol f , when applied to a vector, will in this
work denote the Eudidean norm of a vector

N
I2 = yri12

i=l

where N is the dimension of the vector.

Stability. When the simple model equation (4-12) is differenced by the upwind differencing-method,
the stability criterion used here is
IU"n+I e DU"'  (4-8)

where Un is the numerical solution at time level n. In general, as in Richtmyer and Morton, we
require that if U"+' = C(At)Un, then C(At)n should be bounded in norm for all n as At tends to zero
if t < T. In the absence of complex characteristics, it is known that the inequality [Equation (4-8)]
holds if the simplistic model given by Equation (4-12) with K = 0 is solved using the first-order
upwind differencing method. In this work, we establish conditions such that the same holds in the
presence of complex characteristics.

For a fixed mesh size, any spatial discretization reduces the original set of equations to a system
of ODEs. Temporal convergence for this fixed mesh is then a simple consequence of stability and
consistency in the sense used by Lax and Richtmyer (1956). We are also interested in spatial
convergence at time t = T when the nodalization is refined. New definitions on consistency and
convergence are introduced because only a finite sequence of grid levels is involved.

Consistency. In this work we assume that a coarser grid is always a subset of a finer grid so that a
coarse grid difference operator operating on a fine grid function will always operate on the restriction
of the fine grid function to the coarse grid. Because we are studying the behavior of the solution on
a finite number of grid levels, the following definition is pertinent if there are only M grid levels, and
M is the finest grid level.

Definition. Let Ui" and I," denote the numerical solution and finite difference operator on grid level
i and time level n so that the finite difference equations at the current time level n+1 are given by

Uin+1 = Ln(Ui-), i = 1,2 .... M.

Let Un and Ln denote the numerical solution and difference operator on level M and time level n.
Then, the numerical method is said to be consistent with respect to the sequence of grid levels
i = 1, 2 ....., M if at any time level n,

(L,"-L") Un = en, i = 1, 2 .... M (4-9)

with

InI > ,nl
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ifj < i<M.

Convergence. The following definition of convergence is used here for a finite sequence of grid levels.

Definition. Let Uin, i = 1, 2 ..... , M be a finite sequence of numerical solutions at time level n on
increasing finer grid levels I to M with M being the finest grid level. The sequence of solutions is
said to be converging if

if j < i <M.

Definition. A difference operator L is said to be monotone if
L(f - g) > 0 whenever f > g. Then, the following holds.

Definition. The maximum norm of a vector x = (x1, x2,..., XM)T is defined by

ir|. = max [ It, i=1, 2,..., M.

Theorem 4.1. Let the sequence of difference operators, Li, be linear, monotone. Assume that any
pair of operators Lin and Ljn with j < i < M satisfies the following stability conditions in the
maximum norm:

jLn(Lin(p-V)j. _ IiS ' (4-10a)

and

IL-LPl < IL.(LpUT-'1 + Y minkI I(xk)I - IE, I.n (4-l0b)

with y = 1. In addition, assume that the method is consistent and that both the ein in Equation (4-9)
and Uin - Un have the same sign at any time level n for all i's. Then, if the solutions are converging
in the maximum norm at time level n, they are also converging in the maximum norm at time level
n+l.

Proof. At each mesh point xk, we have

i (V7a_ -V )(xk)l = i(L -_L,)V"(xk)I + iLn'(V _ ,)(Xk)I (4-11a)

since the terms on the right hand side of the above equation have the same sign because of both the

assumptions on the sign of "~i and Un - Un and the monotonicity of the operators Lin. It then
follows from the Equation (4-11a) that the following holds:

IL17÷IUV÷IL >_ minkjle(xk)l + ILT(U7_U")L. (411b)
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By applying first the stability condition (4-10a), the consistency condition (4-9), and the assumptions
on the solutions at time level n, and then the stability condition (4-10b), and the inequality (4-11b)
for grid level j, we have

,n_ I. + IL( -VnL

nn

<~ lE** + Uig-Uni**

</- (•• + minkl Ii(xk)I
IUW'1'-U~'• I.

the theorem easily follows. Hence, in a certain sense consistency plus stability implies convergence.

We note that if Ejn's are constant functions Equation (4-10b), then the mink ljn(Xk) I term in
condition (4-10b) is identically equal to Iejnll. In this case condition (4-10b) with y = 1 merely
states that the truncation error at grid level j is sufficiently greater than that at level i so that
inequality (4-10b) holds. In cases when Equation (4-10b) holds for y < 1, theorem (4-1) can be
extended to the nonlinear case.

Corollary 4.1. Assume that any pair of L andj nonlinear operators (not necessarily monotone)
with j < i < M satisfies

i)-Li( *< Li(Ui -Un) j** + mi( -y)miklE n(xk) I

L(UP-Un)I __< jL7(UP)-Lý(UP). + (l-P) (l-y)minklJ •(xk)I

with both nonnegative constants P and y (the same y as in Equation (4-10b)) less than one and that
the stability conditions (4-10a) and (4-10b) hold with y < 1. If the method is consistent and that
both the ;in in Equation (4-9) and Lin(Un) - Lin(Un) have the same sign at any time level n for all
i's, then if the solutions are converging in the maximum norm at time level n, they are also converging
in the maximum norm at time level n+ 1.

Proof: At each mesh point xk, we have

• •_r.,)(x=)i I(L7-L )V (xk)I + lLL)

because of the assumptions on the signs of each term on the right hand side of the above equation.
Hence, we have
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IL4÷•'-L÷1,,,l < IE,, . + ILi(V)-L•(U)I.

I< . + ILi(7-U")l. + p(1-'Y)mink(xk)I

I IEl. + Ie-U.1 + 1(1-y-)minklEn(Xk)l

< IEi I*+ IU7-_1_ + p(1-y)mink Ej(x,)I
ILVnL-p),. + (J3(1-y) + Y)minkI (Xk)I

< ILq(7)-Lj(U")L_ + minkiE(Xk)I

the theorem easily follows.

In the above discussion, we've assumed that At has the same value for all the grid levels in the
finite sequence of grids. We now address the issue of temporal convergence of the numerical
methods at a given fixed grid within the finite sequence of grid levels. Assume that the coupled
system of PDE's is first discretized by an upwind differencing or central differencing scheme. If the
reduced analytical problem is then solved by the forward or backward Euler method, then the
problem is reduced to a set of ODE's. The classical theory of stability, consistency, and convergence
of numerical initial value problems of nonlinear ODE's is then fully applicable. In this work, for
simplicity, only fully explicit and fully implicit schemes are considered in the theoretical stability
analysis of a simple model problem discretized spatially by either the upwind differencing scheme (the
fully explicit case) or the central differencing scheme (the fully implicit case). For a fixed grid, the
classical theory for the numerical solution of nonlinear ODE's as At - 0 is also applicable here.
Hence, it is only necessary to investigate the stability of the numerical methods considered at a fixed
grid so that we can determine the maximum regions of stability that the methods can be used without
the occurrence of unphysical instability.

4.2.2 Stability Analysis for the Semi-Implicit Case

Stability analysis for the semi-implicit method for the two-phase flow equations was investigated
(e.g., by Stewart (1979). It was found that the interfacial drag coefficients play a critical role in
stabilizing the long wave length calculations for coarse nodalizations. Here, we extend the result to
show that criterion (4-8) is valid for all wavelengths of the numerical solution U for mesh sizes that
are sufficiently coarse. We first examine the stability of numerical solution in a one-equation case.

4.2.2.1 Stability Analysis for the One-Equation Case. In the following, u and U denote the
analytical and numerical solutions, respectively. Assume that the method of characteristics has been

used to decompose the four two-phase flow Equations (4-1) through (4-4) into four decoupled PDEs.
Suppose we are solving the initial value problem of

ut + (lir + i'P) U. + Ku = 0 (4-12)
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where

UI + EUvIx,- 1÷• oi= T-f*E(u, - uJ),

=2 = (lca)p./ap,

with periodic boundary conditions by the explicit upwind differencing method. Upwind differencing
of Equation (4-12) yields for pr > 0,

LPl- e.(e - if,1). (p + iL) + Ke÷1 =0

At At

or

(1 + KAt) U•.+1 = (1-a) EP, + a U_ i b (e i ) - [j_1)
j I_ jj i -

(4-13)

Atwhere a = u..., b At >O
2 V_

Assume that the complex valued numerical solution U at time level n is relative Lipschitz continuous
with relative Lipschitz constant L

ILP - LP 1 1 • xL - ILP I +_ I - D 1) /2. (4-14)

It follows that

(1 + KS)2 I 1P"112 I(1-.a) + a 12

+ L2 1Pi-2 &2( 1( 1
+ Ljj (1J1 +

+ II 11)2 /4
[ULjID 1(1-a)ULP + aUlf~l

Here we have used the identity

Iz12 = z = C2 + d2 if z = C + id.

Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,

h TI + U'-1 U') < • tU'12+F ILUP1 2

j '(-j ji b7 -1+ j I II J-

and the periodic boundary conditions, it follows that if 0 < a < 1 , then

1 (1-a)U~ + a 1~l2 < E 1U 12•
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Similarly, we have

i' IL•j I (l-a)~j + aU•f-ll :g i I-j 12

It then follows that

if0 < a land L pii 1 K

Hence, we have the following result.

Theorem 4.2.

ILr' IL2 :5 ILP'1L2

if Un, Un"l satisfy Equation (4-13)

Un is relative Lipschitz continuous with relative Lipschitz constant L and L l•i : K. We note that
all mesh functions on a mesh with mesh size Ax > 2/L satisfy condition (4-14) because the condition
in this case is a mere consequence of the triangle inequality although smooth functions on fine mesh
may also satisfy condition (4-14). Hence, the theorem holds if Ax > 2 1 V I/K and the other
conditions are satisfied.

4.2.2.2 Stewart's Stability Results for the Four Equations Case. Assume that the semi-
implicit method is used to discretize Equations (4-1) through (4-4). Then, we have the following
equations, with uv, u, > 0 for donor-cell differencing of the adjective terms:

( n+1 n+1 n ni,

I P~ jI (4-15)

- n+1 P,,,i u,,.-1r -(n ) p,., u 1,, 1]/Ac = 0(- '') p,5÷ - (1-ý) p#.)/& (4-16)

n n n+1 n n+1 •
- (1-0X•-I) P'•-I Ulj-1/2 -(1-•ý) Nij Uqi,)l21/Ax = 0
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vU 2- uvj 1+/ ) Uv r If 2 - V- (4-17)

n[,p+l_ p+1-)/AX =v K . n.+1
,+1•2Unlj+lt2 - Uv÷I/2,

( 0- ) pI u 7. 1
112  - ut 2 + u+Ij 1 /2  +tj1/2 - u f-_/2 / (4-18)

n) n+1 n+1

+(1ear (,+,j - P7+1)/& = Kj>, 2 (Uvj1/2 - f12)

Stewart (1979) analyzed the stability of the numerical solutions for the above equations using von-
Neumann linearized stability analysis method. He showed that when K = 0, the eigenvalues of the
amplification matrix satisfy

n.(_1 + U1)2 _ (1-a)p/(dp') (.-1+ ()2]

+ (X-1 + Uv) 2 (X1 +Ufd2 = 0

where

C. = (cAt/Ax) (2 sin (n/2n)), f0, = (u~At/Ax) [1-exp (-ikAx)]

fi = (u,•,j)O

k = n/(nAZ), n = 1, 2, ..., N, where N is the total number of mesh intervals.

From this, he concluded that the stability conditions for the short wavelengths are

At <1, uv (4-19)

and that for K = 0, wavelengths with large n are unstable. Stewart (1979) then showed that the
stability condition for large n when K > 0 is as follows:

K (nAbx)Ip > > Iuv-uI(p/p,). (4-20)

Stewart showed that in the case of certain bubbly or droplet flows, this reduces to the following
stability condition:

nAx > > (pjpv CD)r (4-21)
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where r is the bubble or droplet radius, and CD is the drag coefficient. In other words, the
wavelength nAx will not have a growing mode if it is larger than a certain multiple of the radius of
an individual bubble or droplet.

4.2.2.3 Stewart's Numerical Example. Stewart also found that results of many calculations
with schemes similar to Equations (4-15) through (4-18) have shown that they appear to be well
behaved at all wavelengths (that is, no geometrically growing modes) in a large number of practical
cases unless Ax is very small.

Stewart (1979) carried out some trial calculations to illustrate this, choosing as an example the
flow of a steam-water mixture in a horizontal 20-mm-diameter tube, including wall friction and a
momentum exchange law proposed for annular flow (Rubin and Lin 1980). Although equations of
state for liquid water and steam were used, it was assumed that no phase change occurred. The
boundary conditions were a = 0.5, P = 150.1 bars, and saturation temperatures at the inlet, and P
= 150 bars at the outlet. The transient calculation began from initial conditions of constant a, Te,
T, equal to those values at the inlet valves, and u, = u, and G = apvuv + (1 - a)pIu, =
103 kg/m2/sec. Calculations were performed for a tube 15-mm long with 5, 10, 15, 25, 50, and 75 equal
steps between boundary pressure points. The time step was 0.12 msec with five space steps, and
proportional to Ax for the other cases. Table 4-1 shows the values of G at the inlet after 6 msec.
The right column gives the slope between successive data points in a plot of G (t = 6 msec)
versus Ax.

Stewart (1979) observed that for a first-order accurate approximation to a well-posed problem,
one would expect the figures in the slope column to tend toward a constant value as the number of
nodes increases. In fact the slopes decrease slightly in the first-four instances, implying slightly less
than first order convergence. With 75 nodes, this trend is broken, showing the first signs of a
geometrically growing oscillation.

By substituting the value uied for K into Equation (4-20) above and taking Ax = 15mm/75 =

0.2 mm, one would find equality in Equation (4-20) with H-150. In other words, using
Equation (4-21) with n = 1 as a criterion for Ax would in this case be conservative by a factor of 150.
We also note in this case that the smallest well-behaved mesh spacing is more than 50 times smaller
than the tube diameter.

4.2.2.4 Stability Analysis for the Four Equation Case. The von-Neumann stability analysis
given by Stewart (1979) yields the material Courant stability criterion (4-19). In order to give a good
estimate for the maximum theoretical region of stability for the semi-implicit method, we again use
the energy norm method of Section 4.2.2.1. For simplicity, we assume that the explicit upwind
differencing scheme is used in Equations (4-15) through (4-18). The method of characteristics is used
together with a matrix transformation technique to obtain two sets of stability conditions. The
conditions related to the speed of sound are discarded in favor of the material Courant stability
Conditions (4-19), whereas the conditions pertaining to the two complex roots are used as an estimate
for the theoretical maximum region of stability.
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Table 4-1. Stewart's (1979) calculations.

Slope of G
Number Mass flow rate versus Ax
of nodes G after 6 msec (relative units)

5 3338.59817

>1,000

10 3338.89185

>0.984

15 3338.98815

>0.978

25 3339.06476

>0.975

50 3339.12202

> 1.088

75 3339.14332

Let U = (a, p,,, u., u)T- Then, equations (4-15) through (4-18) can be written in the matrix
form,

j +.R1- U(P + A+(n) - . l = 0 (4-22)
At A

where

0

0

K -K

-KK

and K is the interfacial drag coefficient.

Assume that the coefficients of the equations are treated as constants locally (hence, local linear).
Then, the matrix equation becomes

- + (+ K.UP = 0 (4-23)
At At

Let 0 and P be the matrices of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix A(Ujn), respectively:

AP = PQ,or P-1AP = 0
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where

)-2
)L3

and 1•, i = 1 to 4 are the distinct eigenvalues of the matrix A. Let P be chosen such that the L2

norm of P is one. Let the vector Z [Z1, Z2, Z3, Z 4]T be defined by

z -= p'Iu.

Then, Z satisfies

Zn+1 _-Zn
-7 . -- 7

At
+ (_7n - 7n +

lax -,

(4-24)

where

Q .P-1 K.p

It then follows that the matrix Equation (4-24) can be written as follows:

(I + QAt) Zjn+l = f (Zj, Zj.1)n

where

(4-25)

f (Zj, zj_1) .

fk (ZV, Z_ 1)

f, (zlj, zlj_,).
f2_ (Z41 Z4-_l)
f3 (43j' Z3j-1)

f4 (Z~j, Z4j_1)

- (1-ak) Z4 + ak Z4-.1
-i bk (Z4 - Z_ 1 ) k

where i = r'-, ak = Re(Xk)

and 'k Re(.k) + i Im(Xk)

bk = MIm('Xk)•t

k = 1, ...,4
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Let f (GZ , Zj.1)n = C1 _l + C2 _q2 + C3 _q3 + C4 9.4, where g--i, i = 1 to 4 are the eigenvectors of the
matrix (I+QAt)-l and pi are the corresponding eigenvalues. The matrix Q has a complete set of
eigenvectors and the matrices K* and Q have the same eigenvalues, since Q is obtained from the
symmetric matrix K" by a similarity transformation. It follows that pi, = V2 = P'3 = 1 and 1N4 =

(1 +2KAt)"'. Hence, we have

n+= C1 ql + C 2 q2 + C 3 q3 + q4- (4-26)

In the special case when C1 = C2 = C3 = 0, C 4 = 1, and q = f (Zj, Z---)n, we have, as in
Section 4.2.2.1, that if 0 < ai s 1,

4 N (1 + max IIm(X.)IL &)2 4 Ny jIZ•i+ 1j 2 • 5 Z•I 2  (4-27)
i=1 j=l K6t)2

where L is the relative Lipschiltz constant of the function Z and Z is the value of the ith component
of Z at the jth mesh point. Since U = PZ and P is a unitary transformation, we have the following
theorem.
Theorem 4.3.

1U n+1a <r nU

if C1 = C2 = C 3 = 0 in Equation (4-26), uIm (Xi) I L • 2K, and Re(X.) At/Ax . 1, i = 1, ---,4.

Let p and _q denote C1 9q1 + C2 q2 + C 3 q3 and c4 q4 respectively. A straightforward
computation shows that the following result holds:

Lemma. The necessary and sufficient condition for

1p + g12<le + tL4.12 (4-28)

to hold is

_(g"-R + RHq) < (1 + 114) q-q. (4-29)

Here, H denotes the conjugate transpose of a vector. The left side of Equation (4-29) is the negative
of the symmetric inner product between the two vectors p and _q. If this inner product is negative,
increasing the drag coefficient K and, hence, decreasing P±4 will actually increase the magnitude of the
Z"+1 vector relative to its value at the last time step. Since, in general for two-phase flow problems,
we expect [with the exception of the onset of the Helmholtz instability which lasts only a brief
moment in time (see also Section 5.8)] the scheme to be more stable with increasing values of K, the
inner product in question can be assumed to be nonnegative for physical problems. In this case, we
have the following result:
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17fl 1~2 :g 1 -~L lfz.v'Z 1)n2

(1+2K' At)

Here K' < K is a positive number dependent on K, on the angle between the vectors p and _, and
on the magnitude of _q relative to p. Hence, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 4.4.

I If+11 <1I_",

(4-30)

if IJm(A)IL : 2K'

where K' is the same as above, and Re (X1 ) At/Ax < 1.

Hence, the numerical method is always stable on a sufficiently coarse mesh since the relative
Lipschitz constant for an arbitrary mesh function on a coarse mesh, is quite small, or, in other words,
the short wavelengths of an analytic function cannot be represented on a coarse mesh.

4.2.3 Region of Stability, Accuracy, and Convergence

In RELAP5/MOD3, the liquid and vapor energy equations are added to the four
Equations (4-1) through (4-4) so that in the absence of noncondensibles six equations are solved
simultaneously. It is known (see Ransom and Hicks 1984) that the addition of the energy equations
does not cause significant differences related to the complex roots in the characteristic polynomial.
Hence, we expect that the stability results in the last section hold.

We next discuss the important question of the choice of time-step and mesh size for large-scale
computations with RELAP5. Although in principle the accuracy of the computation increases as the
mesh size decreases, care should be taken so that the mesh size does not fall below a critical length
associated with the interfacial drag. In view of Theorem 4.3, the theoretical maximum region of
stability is

Re(i)•< 1

and

IIm(1) 1 - L < 2K

where

U9 + CUv €.Xp2 ~ ± ~, X, 4 + i .... (uv " u1).
112- cv -- Uv) j3,4- -1 +V 1 +
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Here, e and c, are the same as in Equation (4-5) and we assume that the eigenvalues of the A matrix
in Equation (4-23) are good approximations to that of the analytical problems (4-1) through (4-4).
The conditions

•'I,2" At (4-31)
'Ax

arise due to the fully explicitness of the theoretical scheme studied. If conditions (4-31) are ignored,
the stability criteria

u,+eu V t 1 (4-32)

and

uv-uj L •t 2K (4-33)
1+e

yield the theoretical maximum stability and accuracy region. Condition (4-32) is similar to the
condition

max (Iu IIul) • 1 (4-34)

obtained in section 4.2.2.2. Condition (4-33) can be restated in terms of mesh size Ax. For a Fourier
component with wavelength r, the relative Lipschitz constant L is 1/(rAx). Since short wavelengths
are damped by numerical viscosity, it is only necessary to stabilize calculations with respect to
wavelengths not shorter than 4Ax. The condition (4-33), therefore, reduces to

At k u I-u, 1 (4-35)
(1+e) 8K

Example: For nonvertical bubbly flow,

1 3.6 CD lu -U18 alp, d.

where CD is the drag coefficient and d. is the average diameter of the bubbles (Allison, et al., 1990)
from Condition (4-35),

ATmin > 1 acpvdo (4-36)
3.6 cD 1+e
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The theoretical maximum region of stability is, therefore, the set of At, Ax that satisfies
Conditions (4-34) and (4-35). This is also the theoretical maximum region of accuracy and
convergence. Outside this region, the solution may show oscillatory behavior. The Ax given by (4-35)
is expected to be smaller than the averaging scale. This, again, indicates that the computational mesh
size should not be smaller than the averaging scale.

We note that condition (4-35) is obtained by assuming that a fully explicit upwind differencing
scheme is used. Since the region of stability is usually larger when more implicitness is added to the
numerical scheme (see also Section 4.3), condition (4-35) can be viewed as a conservative estimate
for the theoretical maximum stability region for the semi-implicit scheme. Because the momentum
flux is treated explicitly in the semi-implicit method, it is expected that the actual stability condition
for the semi-implicit method will not differ from (4-35) greatly. Whether this is actually the case
needs further research.

It is also important that At be chosen such that the linearization and truncation errors, given in
Section 3.3 do not exceed a certain predetermined tolerance. Because of the importance of the
interfacial drag coefficient K in stabilizing the calculations, it is also desirable that K does not vary
greatly from one time level to another or from one spatial volume to another. The use of time
smoothing to reduce the variance of K is expected to enhance the stability of the calculations. The
time smoothing of the interphase heat transfer coefficients, on the other hand, may help to reduce
the linearization errors, since the interphase heat transfer terms are important contributors to the
energy equation. The suitable use of time smoothing of interphase heat transfer and drag coefficients
may, therefore, help stabilize the calculations during flow regime transitions. On the other hand,
smooth transition from pre-CHF to post-dry-out flow regimes will also help stabilize the calculations
for certain problems, as we see in Section 5.

4.3 Region of Stability, Accuracy, and Convergence for the Nearly
Implicit Scheme

The presence of the complex roots in the characteristic polynomial does not pose any serious
problem for the nearly implicit scheme if At is sufficiently large. As before, we first analyze the
stability of the numerical method in the one-equation case using the energy norm method, and then
extend the analysis to the four equations case.

4.3.1 Stability Analysis for the Nearly Implicit Method

Assume that the PDE (4-12) is discretized by the implicit central differencing method. Then,
we have

U____I-_r (437)

6t + (ptr + i Ili) \(_ 2A-j+ -4 / + K UV2+1 = 0 ( - 7

or

(I + K&t) 1f71 + a e+.. + ib (Ll - rw-' [P
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where

Adt b At

- 6X, , b T- -

Assume that

j~~ _t+1 =- 2i L.U'j+'AY

where L is real value, and i = F1. In the case when Wjn+ eijrk, k-Ax, we have Lj = sin rk.
Then we have

(1 + KAt) Re (L4j - J At L/m (LL+)- li At Re

+i [(1+ KAt)Im (UtL÷') + p At L, Re (LP,+')-Ii At L, Im (L ]=

Equating the squares of the magnitudes of the complex numbers on both sides of the above equation
gives

(1 + K&)2 (n+1)2 + iAt)2 + (IAt)2]Li"12 - 2(1 + KAt) i At L I÷l 2 = +112

For K = 0, the stability condition for

to hold is

LU [(.iAt)2 + (L,&At)2] > I21i'AtLi (4-38)

Condition (4-38) can be simplified to

[LPtir xz > 21pi[

This analysis can be extended to the four equations case in the same manner as before. We again
cast the equations in the following form:

V+1 -- Z7-f+ =7'-11 + Q Zn+l = - (4-39)

At 2& -7
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where

Q - P-1 K*P

and Z, K, P, and 0 have the same form as in Equation (4-24).

Then, we have

(I + QAt) Z"+' + 2axV & Z.,l-Z1) =.

As before, assume that

-n+ - 2iAtD Zx

where

[Lij

(4-40)

(4-41)

L3 j L4~j

so that Equation (4-40) becomes

(4-42)

We then apply the method of fractional steps or operator splitting to Equation (4-42) and solve in
succession

(I+iQ tDj)Z+. =Zn
Q .I = -- Iz

(I-eQ At)Znl = '/

We note that this amounts to adding a term, 0 Dj QAt 2, to Equation (4-42). It then follows from the
methods used in the last section that the following theorem holds.

Theorem 4.5.

1LP+1 :5 1I1 (4-43)
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if

ILVl( + ' At > 211,,i , k = 1,'-4 (4-44)

or if

2 + 2.))&.(1-e-2K/&) > 2jIl , k = 1,-4 (4-45)

where K' is the same as above (see the discussion before Theorem 4.4), and Lkj are the same as in
Equation (4-41).

For Fourier components of wavelength 4mAx (m= 1,2, --.N/2, N=1/Ax),
Lj = 1/mAx; Theorem 4.5, therefore, can be restated (taking m = N/2) as follows.

Theorem 4.6.

1r+11 < II !

if

4 ( ( lu ,-u ,i12  + ( I (1+2K 'At) > -s -- (

1+ e uv-ull

Here K' is the same as above, and we assume that gk, k = 1,--,4 are the same as the characteristics
for the continuous problem (4-1) through (4-4).

4.3.2 Region of Stability, Accuracy, and Convergence

In view of Theorem 4.6, the nearly implicit scheme is stable and convergent regardless of mesh
size as long as Condition (4-46) is satisfied. Condition (4-46) is a minimum time step condition that
typically arises when implicit central differencing is used to discretize problems with complex
characteristics (see Ruben and Lin (1980) for a discussion of similar problems that arise from
discretization of parabolized Navier-Stokes equations).

For flows at Courant number equal to 1 and IU I >> lU-,1 the maximum theoretical region
is given by

2e.AX 1 +2 K > 1 (4-47)2•- A¢. 1 >1
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Example: For nonvertical bubbly flow, the condition (4-47) reduces to

2 6.__ AV •-1+0.9 C /A >I1
1+G acpyd, I

From criteria (4-46) and (4-47), we see that the scheme is stable if the code is run at a Courant
number greater than or equal to 1 on coarse mesh. Condition (4-46), however, limits the accuracy
of the numerical method. Moreover, when the code takes smaller time steps in cases of phase
transition or other discontinuities, conditions (446) and (447) may interfere with smooth execution
of the code. We, therefore, recommend that the nearly implicit method should primarily be used
when the code is running at a Courant number not significantly smaller than 1. In view of the
discussion in Section 3.2.1, we also recommend that implicit upwind differencing should be used if
filtering out of all the short waves is desired when the code is running at large Courant numbers.
This concludes the discussion for the first step of the nearly implicit method.

In the nearly implicit method, the mass and internal energy of the two phases are solved by a
two-step method. The accuracy of this two-step method is examined here using the simple model of
Equation (3-24). Consider a scheme in which the source terms are evaluated implicitly in the first
step, and the adjective terms are evaluated in the second step (Trapp and Rienke 1986). In the first
step:

-nlnA t uAtn At -n (4-48)
4 4 + -f (4qý1 4 t-d) T 1

In the second step,

-n+.1 n U At n+1 n+1 & _tnl (4-49)t 45 + fz--R,,+÷ 5- 1)I T 4 "

Let G denote (uAt/Ax)sin(k Ax) and H denote At/r. Assuming an infinite medium and a general
Fourier solution component and using the same notations as in Section 3.2.1 for the stability analysis,
the first step gives

-n+l 1 -iG n (4-50)

1i = +H 4j'

The second step gives

n+1 4i - Hj.1_n__n_; (4-51)
=1 +iG
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so that

I H + H
.n+l 1 +H 1 +H n(4-52
j 

1 +iG

Equation (4-52) gives an amplification factor of absolute value less than unity for any time step;
hence, the scheme is unconditionally stable. The time constant r for interphase mass and energy is
usually on the order of 0.001, so that, even for small time-steps, H can be much larger than one. For
example, a time-step of 0.006 gives a value of 6 for H. Hence, for practical purposes, we may
consider H/(1 +H) to be fairly close to one. In this case, Equation (4-52) can be rewritten as

no.1 iG (4-53)
4 jn T l +iG n

With the exception of the shortest and longest wavelengths for the Fourier component, G is
large whenever the Courant number is large. From Equation (4-53), it is clear that for large Courant
numbers, the following holds for almost all wavelengths:

n1 .n (4-54)

Hence, the two-step method for the mass and energy equations gives solution at time level n +1 that
is basically unchanged from that at the nth time level. On the other hand, the model differential
equation we are solving has solutions that decay to zero. Hence, although the scheme is
unconditionally stable, it is highly inaccurate at large Courant numbers if there are sufficiently many
intermediate wavelengths present. This conclusion differs slightly from that reached by Trapp and
Rienke (1986) who claims that the scheme is inaccurate when H > > 1 and G > 1 (i.e., both are
large but H > > G). In fact, H:,- > 1 holds for most reasonable time-steps and for these time-steps;
the larger the value of G is, the more inaccurate the scheme is. For example, the scheme is more
inaccurate when H = 6 and G = 10 than, say, when H = 6 and G = 2. On the other hand, for
coarse nodalization where there is only one or two intermediate wavelengths present, the inaccuracy
in the second step of the nearly implicit method may not be larger than the truncation error of the
method.

A numerical example was presented for a specific test problem in Reference 3-2. The problem
was a straight pipe blowdown of a low-quality mixture. The initial conditions were saturated fluid at
7 x 106 Pa, with a vapor void fraction of 4.8 x 10.1. The pipe consisted of 12 cells and was 2.46 m
long. It was blown down to atmospheric pressure. The calculations presented in Reference 3-2
showed that the transient pressure profile computed at volume 6 was inaccurate at large Courant
numbers. The numerical results computed by the nearly implicit scheme, however, did converge to
that computed by the semi-implicit method at smaller Courant numbers. The inaccuracies were
attributed to the inability of the nearly implicit scheme to calculate the mass transfer rate accurately
at large Courant numbers. Because in this simulation the important point is to accurately calculate
the mass transfer rate as these govern the depressurization, the nearly implicit method is inefficient
for this task. Hence, the nearly implicit method is not accurate for fine nodalization at large Courant
numbers for problems that are governed by the interphase mass transfer effects.
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4.4 Conclusions

Both the semi-implicit method and the first step of the nearly implicit method are stable,
accurate, and convergent and give rise to well-posed problems within their respective regions of
stability. The accuracies of the methods are determined by their respective truncation errors, whereas
the time-step for the semi-implicit method is Courant limited. Because the region of stability depends
on the magnitude of the interphase drag coefficients, it is larger for two-phase flow problems that
have large drag coefficients and smaller for some other problems. In general, any computational
mesh size that is compatible with the modelling scale is within the maximum theoretical region of
stability.

The mass and energy equations are solved by a two-step method in the nearly implicit method.
Because the interphase mass transfer term is treated explicitly in the second step, the method can be
inaccurate for fine nodalization at large Courant numbers for problems governed by the interphase
mass transfer effects. The use of central differencing in the momentum equations for the nearly
implicit method is also incompatible with the upwind differencing scheme used for the semi-implicit
method. This makes the switching from one method to another more difficult if the user desires to
use the semi-implicit method when the Courant number does not exceed one but to use the nearly
implicit method otherwise. We, therefore, recommend that

1. The interphase mass transfer term in the mass and energy equations should be treated
more implicitly in the second step of the nearly implicit method if fine nodalization is used.

2. Upwind differencing (donor-cell differencing) should be used for the nearly implicit
method.
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5. COMPARISON WITH ANALYTICAL SOLUTION AND SEPARATE
EFFECTS EXPERIMENTS

This section summarizes the work done on the convergence and accuracy studies of the
RELAP5/MOD3 code. The calculations were done using the semi-implicit scheme of version 7v of
RELAP5/MOD3 because 7v was the latest available version when work on this section began. There
has been increasing concern regarding the behavior of MOD3 as a lot of changes have been made
from the MOD2 scheme. This study has been conducted along the lines of previous work done on
MOD2 by Ransom and Mousseau (1991). The main intent of this kind of exercise is to verify the
soundness of the computational procedure and the physically well-behaved nature of the constitutive
models.

To test these aspects of the code, four problems were run. Extensive numerical data were
generated, classified and recorded in the form of data files and graphs. Plots of sensitive parameters
that might be considered indicative of convergence were generated and are provided with this report.
An attempt has been made to delineate some characteristics of the predictions and how they compare
with the MOD2 results and the experimental/analytical values. Also, some explanations are provided
for observed behavior; general conclusions are drawn based on observations.

Numerical results reported in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 were obtained by Krishnamurthy (1992) at
Purdue University. As noted in Section 3.4.1, Krishnamurthy found MOD2.5 time smoothing to be
time-step sensitive for the Edwards pipe blow down problem (Krishnamurthy 1992). We have found
that this is primarily because Equation (3-58), instead of Equation (3-57), was used in MOD2.5 time
smoothing of interphase drag coefficients. Numerical studies with MOD2.5 time smoothing using
Equation (3-57) for the time smoothing of interphase drag coefficients are presented in Section 5.6.

5.1 Convergence Test

In order to explore the convergence and accuracy behavior of the RELAP5/MOD3 version, a
study was first performed on a transient problem with a known analytical solution. This problem,
called the water faucet problem, was devised by Ransom (1979), and has complete analytical solution,
which is derived in the next section. The problem tests the numerical scheme after assuming an
idealized system with no interfacial exchange terms. This was followed by a physical problem, the
pipe blowdown problem, and two developmental assessment problems, namely, the Christensen
15 subcooled boiling problem, and the Oak Ridge 39 void profile test problem. The numerical
computations were compared with experimental data for all three problems. In addition, the
numerical calculations for the pipe blowdown problem were compared to that obtained in a previous
study on the RELAP5/MOD2 scheme (Ransom and Mousseau 1991). This study investigates the
effect of the new constitutive models on the solutions.

In all of these studies, the numerical experiment involved generating a number of solutions by
successively having the spatial and temporal discretizations. Thus a wide range of Courant numbers
(all less than 1.0) and nodalizations were covered. Detailed problem descriptions can be found in
Ransom (1979) for the water faucet problem, and in Volume III of for the Edwards pipe blowdown
problem, the Christensen 15 subcooled boiling problem, and the Oak Ridge void profile test problem.
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5.2 Water Faucet Problem

In the water faucet problem, water comes down from a time-dependent volume with a constant
velocity, v0, vertically into a 12-ft pipe divided into 12 single volumes. A detailed analytical solution
of this water faucet problem is given by Ransom (1979). In addition to the void fraction values at
any time, to, we may also calculate the mass in the pipe analytically as below and compare it with
numerically obtained values.

The location of the discontinuity at to is x0, where

X0 = v0 to + 0.5 gt0
2

and mass in pipe at any instant t is

M = (afpf+agpg) (x-x0) + (12 -xo)(afpf+agpg).

Now, from 0 to xo, af is given by af=aVov/(vo + g(t-t0)).

Also, the equation for coordinate along the particle path is given by

x = xo + v0(t-to) + g(t-t0)2.

Solving the two preceding equations to eliminate (t-t 0), we get

x = xo + v0
2/g[a0/af - 1) + 0.5 (ao/af - 1)21

which gives

dx = -[v0
2(aC/af) 3/g] daf

which can be substituted in the equation for mass, and which can now be integrated with respect to
at.

The following three modifications to RELAP5/MOD3 were made in the coding to run the
faucet problem:

1. Interface drag was reduced to a small value (10-10)

2. Added mass was turned to zero

3. The interphase heat transfer coefficient was reduced to a small value (10-10).

For the nodalization study, the discretization was increased from 12 nodes to 96 nodes by
successively halving the node size while keeping the physical length constant. Data were collected
on the

1. Void fraction across the pipe at 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75 s
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2. Void fraction across the pipe at 2 s (steady state)

3. Mass in the pipe at 0.5 s (discontinuity still in pipe), as a percentage of initial mass

4. Mass in pipe at 2 s (after discontinuity passes the pipe), as a percentage of the initial mass.

A similar set of data was generated for the 12-node case by successively having the time step
from 0.05 to 3.125e-03 s. The results from these runs are plotted in Figures 5-1 to 5-12.

The void fraction plots show almost the same behavior as results obtained using MOD2
(Ransom and Mousseau 1991). This is expected, since the major modifications made to MOD2 were
on the constitutive models, and the numerical computation scheme is the same as for
RELAP5/MOD2. The steady state plot (Figure 5-4) shows that the solution becomes increasingly
accurate as spatial nodalization increases. The 96-node case is extremely close to the analytical
solution at the faucet outlet and overlaps it perfectly downstream at steady state. This improvement
in solution is also seen in Figures 5-5 and 5-6, where the percentage of the initial mass remaining in
the pipe is plotted as a function of the node size. The dotted line shows the analytically calculated
mass.

The results of a temporal discretization study are shown in Figures 5-7 to 5-12. The void
fraction profile curves at 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75 s into the transient to show the expected diffusive
behavior of the computation scheme. As the Courant number is reduced (by reducing At), the shock
capturing ability also decreases. Yet, from the graphs it is also evident that the solution converges
for decreasing At's in a spatial sense. Further, the steady state solution shows no dependence on the
time-step value (Figure 5-10).

From Figure 5-11, which shows the mass in the pipe as a function of the time-step at 0.5 s, the
accuracy of prediction increases appreciably with decreasing time-step, but this behavior is artificial,
as is evident from the corresponding void fraction (Figure 5-8). As the time-step decreases, the mass
of water in the pipe increases owing to a smoother gas void fraction profile and, thus, results in
predicting the total mass in pipe closer to the analytically calculated value. The real effect of
increased temporal discretization is seen in Figure 5-12, which shows almost no improvement in
steady state mass prediction and that spatial nodalization limits the accuracy of the solution.

5.3.1 Annulus Model

Two more cases were investigated to study the annulus model incorporated in MOD3. The first
case involved modeling the main pipe as an annulus. It was expected that since the interface drag
had been considerably reduced for the annulus component, it should be able to predict the falling
discontinuity with reasonable accuracy. The results obtained from this study are summarized in
Figures 5-13 to 5-16. It is apparent that there is still a strong momentum coupling between the two
phases, and that the discontinuity gets smudged as the liquid column accelerates. This also results
in a slower propagation of the void fraction disturbance, and it is still in the tube at 2 s (Figure 5-16)
when the analytical solution predicts steady state.

The oscillations in the void, however, have disappeared. While this demonstrates the important
role that the interphase drag coefficients play in stabilizing the calculations, it also shows that too
large magnitude of the drag coefficient may adversely affect the accuracy of the calculations.
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Figure 5-1. FAUCET, spatial convergence at 0.25 s, void versus length.
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Figure 5-2. FAUCET, spatial convergence at 0.50 s, void versus length.
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5.3 The Edward's Pipe Problem

To study the physical convergence and accuracy of the RELAP5/MOD3 scheme, the Edward's
pipe problem was analyzed. In contrast to the water faucet problem, the complete set of constitutive
relations are used, and a wide variety of physical phenomena occurring during the transient-like phase
appearance, phase change, stratification, choking and interphase momentum and energy transfer come
into play. In addition, the problem has a simple geometry, which allows wide variation of
nodalization, which is required for our study.

Following the procedure used in the previous study on RELAP5/MOD2 (Ransom and
Mousseau 1991), the number of nodes was successively doubled from 10 to 160. This resulted in a
node length variation of 0.4096 to 0.0256 m, which corresponds to 5.39 to 0.337 times the pipe
diameter.

For the nodalization and the time-step study, the following four variables were recorded:

1. Pressure at Gauge Station 5 against time

2. Void fraction at Gauge Station 5 against time

3. Void fraction distribution across the pipe at 0.5 s

4. Total mass in pipe at 0.5 s.

The results from this base case nodalization study is shown in Figures 5-17 through 5-18. The
pressure at Gauge Station 5 versus time plot shows some distinct differences from that computed for
MOD2 by Ransom and Mousseau (1991). First, the initial phase of the transient is more accurately
and consistently predicted by MOD3. The pressure of the rarefaction wave is predicted much lower
in MOD3, and the curve traced out seems to be independent of the nodalization. Also, the
oscillations seen in the 80-node case around 0.2 s in MOD2 shown by Ransom and Mousseau does
not occur for the 80- or the 160-node case in the MOD3 runs. However, the generally higher
pressure (and, hence, closer to the experimental value) prediction in the initial part of the transient
continues further, resulting in slightly overpredicting the values in the second half of the transient.
One improvement over MOD2 is that the scatter or linear increase with node density observed in
MOD2 seems to have been reduced to a smaller range. This feature is also evident from the void
fraction at Gauge Station 5, Figure 5-18. Here, all the curves can be made to lie within a narrow
bandwidth. This implies that unlike MOD2, MOD3 is able to give results that are not very different
from that obtained by fine nodalizations even with rather coarse nodalizations. The plot of the liquid
remaining in the pipe at 0.5 s is shown in Figure 5-19. In comparison to MOD2 results (Ransom and
Mousseau 1991) this shows higher holdup at the closed end of the pipe, but an additional difference
is that the curves cross each other at about 0.5 m and are in reverse order thereon until the end of
the pipe. Also, from Figure 5-20 it can be seen that the total mass predicted in the pipe remains
almost constant with change in nodalization density. However, it is clear that the mass distribution
regions of low velocity (closed end) depends on nodalization even though the absolute magnitude of
the variations is small. This could be the result of a nonlinear effect of interface drag on the solution
for varying nodalization.
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This study was followed by a temporal discretization study in which the base case run with
20 nodes in the pipe (Courant number = 1) is compared with the runs with successively halved time
steps. We, thus, get a time-step range from 0.015 to 9.375e-5 s. The results from these runs are
plotted in Figures 5-21 to 5-24. The pressure and the void fraction transients reflect the expected
inability of the computational scheme to capture strong gradients as effectively as the Nc= 1 case.
This probably causes a delay in nucleation and, hence, mass transfer, resulting in higher holdup of
liquid at the closed end of the pipe predicted for all smaller time-step runs, as seen in Figure 5-23.
The mass in the pipe shows steady convergence for all nodes, unlike the behavior observed for
160 nodes with MOD2 (Ransom and Mousseau 1991).

A number of additional cases were run to test the different models and options available in
MOD3. These are summarized below.

MOD3 provides an option (Option 17) to use the MOD2.5 smoothing process mentioned in
Section 3.3.1. The MOD2.5 procedure has a node size dependency in calculating the quantity Tc.
The aim of this study was to analyze the sensitivity of the smoothing process with respect to Ax. To
accomplish this, the following two tests were run:

1. Spatial discretization with 20 and 80 nodes, using the original MOD2.5 smoothing
procedure (Courant number = 1)

2. Spatial discretization with 20 and 80 nodes, using MOD2.5 smoothing, but after replacing
Ax by 1.0 m in the code.

Further temporal sensitivity was tested after replacing Ax by 1.0 m. The 20- and 80-node cases
were run for different time-steps, the results are shown in plots in Figures 5-25 to 5-35. Using the
MOD2.5 time smoothing without any changes in the code does not affect the pressure and void
fraction transient significantly (Figure 5-25 and 5-26).

But the spatial void distribution at 0.5 s shows an abnormal behavior, with increased holdup in
the middle of the pipe for both the 20- and 80-node cases (Figure 5-27). If the nodalization
dependent term is removed from the scheme (by replacing Ax by 1.0), this bulge in the middle of the
pipe seems to disappear, but the overall solution shows no particular improvement over the MOD3
base case calculations. The time step studies on the 20- and 80-node cases show no strong effect on
pressure or void fraction variation with respect to time compared to the base case runs (Figures 5-28,
5-29, 5-32, and 5-33). But, again, the void in the pipe after blowdown shows wide variations for
different time-steps (see Figures 5-30 and 5-34), especially at the closed end of the pipe. This
suggests that the time smoothing scheme used in MOD2.5 is time-step sensitive. It is shown in
Section 5.6 that this problem is only present if Equation (3-58) is used instead of (3-57). We,
therefore, recommend that Equation (3-57) should be used if MOD2.5 time smoothing is used.

5.4 Christensen Subcooled Boiling Test 15

The interphase mass transfer and wall heat flux partitioning model were assessed using the data
from a separate-effects, subcooled nucleate boiling experiment conducted by Christensen (1961).
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Figure 5-32. EDWARDS, temporal convergence (option 17, 80 nodes), pressure versus time.
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Figure 5-35. EDWARDS, temporal convergence (option 17, 80 nodes), mass versus time step.

The models assessed are the Chen (1966) correlation for subcooled nucleate boiling and the
Unal (1976) correlation for the interphase mass transfer for bubbly subcooled liquid. The test section
was a rectangular tube with 1.11 x 4.44-cm cross section and 127-cm height. The tube was heated
by passing an ac current through the tube walls. The void fraction along the test tube was measured
by a gamma densitometer.

The test section was first simulated by RELAP5 as 20 volumes--two time-dependent volumes,
19 junctions, two time-dependent junctions, and 20 heat slabs simulating heat generated at the walls.
The test conditions given in Table 5-1 were input to the code.

The number of volumes was then successively doubled from 20 to 160. This resulted in a node
length variation of 0.0635 to 0.0079375 m. The initial conditions (pressure, temperatures, voids,
velocities) were the same for all volumes in the test section. Time-step studies were done for both
the 20- and 80-volume cases where the time-steps were successively halved to 1/16 of the Courant
time step.

Comparisons of computed axial void fractions by RELAP5/MOD3 with measured data from
Christensen test 15 are shown in Figure 5-17. The subcooled boiling model is assessed in this test
because the water was subcooled over the complete length of the test section.

The comparisons given in Figure 5-17 did demonstrate that the agreement of computed results
with experimental data is better with finer nodalization, and that there is apparent spatial
convergence of the numerical solutions to a smooth function. The calculated rate of flashing,
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Table 5-1. RELAP5IMOD3 Nonequilibrium Model Development Assessment Matrix.

Data source and test conditions Primary feature assessed

Christensen Test 15 Subcooled nucleate boiling

Pressure = 5.12 MPA

Heat Flux = 0.65 MW/m2

Mass Flux = 907.3 kg/s -m2

Inlet Subcooling = 12.5 K

ORNL Test 3.09.10i Axial void profile

Pressure = 4.50 MPa

Heat Flux = 0.38 MW/m2

Mass Flux = 29.76 kg/s-mr2

Subcooling = 57.58 K

however, was too large compared to the condensation rate at the inlet. Figures 5-18 and 5-19
demonstrate that the calculations are time-step insensitive and that the same steady-state results are
obtained regardless of the time step taken.

5.5 Oak Ridge National Laboratory Void Profile Test

The Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) void profile test was similar to the Bennet heated
tube experiments, the Royal Institute of Technology Tube Test 261, and the ORNL bundle CHF
tests. In all these tests, pressurized water flowed upward in the test sections. The main objective of
the tests (except the ORNL void profile test) was to measure the dryout location (or CHF location)
where liquid ceased to adhere to the inside wall and the surface temperature profiles in the region
beyond the dryout point.

All of the above tests were simulated by RELAP5/MOD3 and the results reported (Allison et
al. 1990). The RELAP5/MOD3 calculated wall temperature and CHF are in good agreement with
the data for the Bennet heated tube experiments. For the Royal Institute of Technology Tube
Test 261, the measured C-F position was 4.65 m, compared to a MOD2 prediction of 6.3 m. using
the Biasi CHF correlation. RELAP5/MOD3 uses the AECL-UO correlation and predicts a location
of 5.2 mn. MOD3 also underpredicts the peak wall temperature.

The ORNL bundle CHF tests and void profile tests were both performed with an 8 x 8, full-
length, electrically heated rod bundle. The rod size was the same as the 17 x 17 bundles used in
PWRs (0.0095 m). The tests were performed by adjusting the power until a steady-state dryout point
had been established. In the ORNL CHF tests, it was found that the code did predict a CHF
position closer to the inlet than the measured value, and that the peak wall temperature was higher
than the data.
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In the ORNL void profile tests, the axial void profile and the steam temperatures were reported,
as well as the rod temperatures above the CHF point. The rod wall temperature at a particular
elevation is the average over all the rod thermocouples at that elevation.

The ORNL void profile test was simulated by the code using 24 volumes, in a pipe format
(including 23 junctions), two time-dependent volumes, one time-dependent junction, one single
junction, and 24 heat slabs simulating heat generated at all the fuel rods in the bundle. The test
conditions given in Table 5-1 were input to the code.

The number of volumes was then successively doubled from 24 to 192. This resulted in a node
length variation of 0.15 m to 0.01875 m and Ax/D of 1.6 to 0.2, where D is the hydraulic diameter of
the volumes. The initial conditions (pressure, temperatures, voids, velocities) are not the same for
each volume. Their variations, however, are, in general, quite smooth except for the liquid velocity
in the grid spacer region where the liquid velocity vector changes direction and causes counter current
flow in that region. These conditions were linearly interpolated as the node size was successively
refined.

The computed rod wall temperatures, steam temperatures, and the void profile were compared
with the experimental data in Figures 5-36 to Figure 5-38. There was a dip in the average measured
value for the rod wall temperatures downstream of a grid spacer, as shown in Figure 5-39. MOD3
has no mechanism to increase the heat transfer coefficients downstream of grids, and the calculated
rod temperatures show no dip.

The steam temperature in the experiment was calculated from an energy balance and the
measured bundle exit steam temperature. The MOD3 values agree well with the reported data value
(Figure 5-40).

The axial void fraction is perhaps the value that is most sensitive to any ill-posedness of the
underlying problem. The experiment data were calculated from differential pressure measurements
with a reported accuracy of +3%. The RELAP5/MOD3 calculation is generally above the data in
the slug flow region, but is under the data in the post-CHF mist flow region, as shown in Figure 5-41.
During the transition from slug flow to mist flow, the results calculated by RELAP5/MOD3 exhibit
a void inversion problem. The calculated results actually show a decrease in void fraction with
increased elevation in the transition region. While the computed results are generally more accurate
in the slug flow region with finer nodalization, the opposite is true in the mist flow region. Moreover,
in the mist flow region, oscillations started when the number of volumes was increased to
192 volumes.

Because the interfacial drag coefficients in the mist flow regime are, in general, one to two
orders of magnitude smaller than that in the slug flow regime, the conjecture is that when the drag
coefficients are too small, a small Ax may cause oscillations in the solutions. To test this conjecture,
the test problems were rerun with restrictions to using pre-CHF drag and interfacial heat transfer
coefficients only. This allows the code to have a smooth transition from slug flow to mist flow via
the annular mist flow regime. The results are shown in Figure 5-42. In the legend, slug, anm, and
mpr represent slug, annular mist, and pre-CHF mist flow regimes, respectively, for the 24-node case.
The comparison between data and computed results show that both the void inversion problems and
the oscillation problem disappear and that the computed results now come much closer to the data
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Figure 5-39. ORNL, spatial convergence, rod temperature versus length.
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Figure 5-42. ORNL, spatial convergence, sensitivity study.

than before in the annular mist and mist flow regions. While this appears to demonstrate a strong
relationship between stability, convergence, and accuracy, it also suggests that the code does not
appear to model the transition from slug flow to postdryout mist flow in the best possible manner.

Time-step studies were done for both the 24- and 96-volume cases where the time-steps were
successively halved to 1/16 of the Courant time-step. Figures 5-43 through 5-45 demonstrate the
temporal convergence for these problems for the 24-node case. Figures 5-46 through 5-48 again show
that at finer nodalization in the 96-node case, the solutions do not converge temporally. On the
other hand, Figures 5-49 and 5-50 show that restrictions to using the pre-CHF drag and interfacial
heat transfer correlations do give rise to temporal convergence for both the 24-node and the 96-node
cases.

Recent calculations by the INEL author (private communication) show that there are much less
oscillations in the void for the 192-volume case for version 80 than for 7v. Major edits in the
computer output show that the drag coefficients in the post-CHF region for version 80 is on the
average an order of magnitude larger than that for version 7v in this region. This provides further
evidence that larger drag coefficients help to stabilize the calculations for the ORNL void profile
problem.

5.6 Time Smoothing Studies

Mod2.5 time smoothing was shown to be time-step sensitive in Section 5.2. Additional
numerical studies are, therefore, performed to show that this time-step sensitivity can be removed if
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Figure 5-45. ORNL, temporal convergence (96 vols.), rod temperature versus length.
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Equation (3-57) is used instead of Equation (3-58) for the time smoothing of interphase drag
coefficients.

Temporal convergence studies are performed for the 20-node case of the Edwards pipe problem.
The time steps were successively halved to 1/16 of the Courant time-step. The results depicted in
Figure 5-51 show that the void in the pipe after blowdown no longer shows wide variations for
different time-steps. In addition, temporal convergence studies are also performed for the following
separate effects experiment.

5.6.1 One-Foot General Electric Level Swell Test 1000-3

The General Electric (GE) level swell Test 1000 4-3 involves a vertical vessel (Findley and Sazzi
1981). Initially pressurized and partially filled with saturated water. The test is initiated by opening
a simulated break near the top of the vessel. As the vessel depressurizes, a two-phase mixture is
formed in the vessel; the transient void distribution is measured to provide a test of two-phase
interphase momentum interaction. The data are useful for testing the interphase drag formulation
of two-phase mathematical description.

A description of the GE level swell test facility setup and its modeling by RELAP5/MOD3 can
be found in Vol. 3 of Allison et al (1990). The vessel is modeled using a vertical 27-volume pipe.
The volumes in the pipe are 0.1524-m high. Temporal convergence studies are performed by halving
the time-steps successively to 1/16 of the Courant time-step. Figure 5-52 shows the void fraction
versus time at 1.83 m above the bottom of the vessel at different time-steps. The results show that
the modified MOD2.5 time smoothing is time-step insensitive for this problem.

5.7 Other Related Studies

Krishnamurthy (1992) studied the nonlinear instability of horizontal stratified flow problems on
a torus problem in some detail. The problem consists of a horizontal toroidal tube 2.0 m in length
(axial circumference) and 0.1 m in diameter with a mixture of water and vapor. The pressure and
quality are specified at each volume such that the system is in thermal equilibrium. The pipe is
divided into 40 volumes so that the length of each volume is half the pipe diameter, thereby limiting
the smallest length scale described by this problem to wavelengths equal to the pipe diameter. A
sinusoidal variation in void fraction is imposed along the pipe so that an integral number of void wave
cycles are present along the length of the pipe. The velocities are initialized by specifying constant
gas and liquid volumetric flux at all cross sections.

The initial liquid velocity was selected arbitrarily and 2.0 m/s was used. The initial gas velocity
was determined by computing the relative velocity using the Taitel and Dukler stability criterion.

V.= O.][(PrPg)gag A 1/2(1 -cos0) (5-1)
f pgDsin6

The relative velocity determined from the above equation corresponds to the transition region
between stratified and bubbly, slug, or annular dispersed flow in the flow pattern map. Here, vfg is
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the absolute value of the destabilizing relative velocity, pt and Pg are the liquid and vapor densities,
ag is the gas void fraction, D is the pipe diameter, A is the pipe area, and 0 is the angle made by a
radius to the liquid level at the tube wall with the vertical. Parametric stability studies were
performed using relative velocities greater than and less than this value.

The effect of the initial disturbance of the sinusoidal wave in the void in the pipe was studied
by changing its amplitude and wavelength. All the studies were performed by varying one parameter
from its values in the nominal case below, which follows:

• Average void = 0.5

• Liquid velocity = 2.0 m/s

• Pressure = 0.1 MPa

• Relative velocity = 12.5 m/s [computed from Equation (5-1)]

* Amplitude of void wave = 0.005

* Wavelength of wave = 20 Ax = 1.0 m.

All the transients were run for 10.0 s. In most cases, all the wavelengths decayed to zero. For
some cases, the long wavelengths continued to remain in the pipe, even at 10 s, but were in the
process of a steady decay.

The fourier transform method was used to analyze the growth and decay of the various
wavelengths. The spatial Fourier transform is obtained by taking a 40-point discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) of the void fraction values along the 40 nodes of the pipe for every time-step. The
DFT plot shows the amplitude of individual constituent wavenumber of the void profile at every time-
step.

In the time intervals immediately after time zero, it is seen that the sinusoid grows and at the
same time distorts from a pure sine wave shape. The relative velocity produces coupling between the
phases, as is evident from the DFT plot, where a growth in higher wavenumbers is seen. This
behavior redistributes the energy of a growing wavelength from a longer wavelength to the shorter
ones. The higher wavenumber waves generated by this cascading process are damped out quickly
because the numerical damping is high for high wavenumbers. The 20-Ax wave introduced at time
zero has a small component remaining at 10 s, which continues to decay at a steady state.

The general behavior of all the cases executed in this study were very similar to the nominal
case. The initial difference in velocities resulted in high coupling between the phases. Numerical
results show that this increased the interphase drag, which in turn reduced the relative velocities.
Within the framework of the theoretical analysis carried out in the appendix, this implies that the
transformed solution vector Z now has a large component in the eigenvector associated with the
largest eigenvalue of the damping matrix, which in turn triggers the steady decay of all wavelengths.
This demonstrates the ability of the code to model physical instability when the characteristic ratio
is not too small.
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Krishnamurthy (private communication) also ran the same problem with both 20 and 80
volumes. Although results similar to that obtained for the 40-volume case were obtained for both
cases, he did observe larger oscillations for the 80-volume case. Moreover, it took. longer for the
oscillations to be damped out for that case, indicating the onset of physical instability.

For the 192-volume case in the ORNL void profile problem, the oscillations did not disappear
when the time steps were reduced nor when the code was is made to run much longer. This indicates
that full-fledged physical instability was observed. The oscillations, however, did not increase in
magnitude when the number of advancements in time were increased. This, perhaps, is typical of
nonlinear instability phenomena when long wavelengths cascade down to short wavelengths and are
damped by numerical viscosity. The short wavelengths, however, will also re-enter the mesh as long
wavelengths, albeit with a diminished amplitude because of the cascading and aliasing effects. The
long wavelengths will then cascade down to intermediate wavelengths where they are amplified by
nonlinear instability. The net result is that even if the oscillations persist for some problems, neither
do they grow in magnitude.

5.8 Conclusions

This elaborate numerical experiment tested MOD3 for its computational accuracy and physical
convergence behavior compared to MOD2. The faucet problem reconfirmed the ability of the code
to predict moving discontinuities with reasonable accuracy. Also, steady state values show exact
convergence irrespective of Courant numbers used during the transient, and there is no sign of time-
step related divergence. The oscillations in the transient, however, did increase with finer
nodalization. The additional runs on the faucet problem show that the annulus model is not
appropriate to this problem. The interphase coupling was still significant, and results did not match
the analytical computation. The oscillations, however, were damped out. This provided the first
evidence that the interphase drag coefficients play an important role in stabilizing the calculations.

The Edwards pipe blowdown problem tested a wide range of constitutive models used in the
code. In many respects, MOD3 results showed improvement over the MOD2.5 results. The
difference showed up during high node densities, where MOD3 produced more uniform convergent
behavior. Overall, the solutions seem to represent the experimentally predicted values closely, and
no observable divergence in trends were noted.

Because the interphase drag coefficients in the pre-CHF flow regimes are, in general,
considerably larger than that in the post-CHF flow regimes, we expect that the region of stability for
problems that do not involve transitions through CHF to be larger than that for problems that go
through CHF. This is confirmed by the studies with the Christensen subcooled boiling problem and
the ORNL void profile problem.

Numerical studies for the Christensen subcooled boiling problem show that there is apparent
spatial convergence of the numerical solutions to a smooth function, and that the agreement of
computed results with experimental data is better with finer nodalization. Numerical results for the
ORNL void profile test, however, show that oscillations in voids were observed when the number of
volumes was increased to 192 volumes, that there are void inversion problems during the transition
from slug flows to mist flows, and that the solutions are more accurate with finer nodalization only
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in the slug flow region. The sensitivity studies done with restrictions to using pre-CHF correlations
only demonstrate the strong relationships between stability, accuracy, and convergence.

Additional time smoothing studies show that the modified MOD25 time smoothing [with
Equation (3-58) replaced by Equation (3-57) for the time smoothing of interphase drag coefficient]
is time-step insensitive for the Edwards pipe and the one-foot GE level swell problem.

Overall, we arrive at the following four conclusions regarding the relationships between mesh
size, interphase drag coefficients, and stability.

1. Increasing the magnitude of the drag coefficients will, in general, enhance the stability of
the calculations. Because the interphase drag coefficients in the pre-CHF flow regimes
are, in general, considerably larger than that in the post-CHF flow regimes, the region of
stability for problems that do not involve transitions through CHF are larger than that for
problems that go through CHF.

2. The code is stable and convergent in the sense discussed in Section 4 as long as the
characteristic ratio (the ratio of mesh size to the hydraulic diameter) is not less than 0.5.

3. For the ORNL void profile problem, smoother transition from pre-CHF to post-CHF for
the correlations used is needed to improve the accuracy of the calculations.

4. The code is capable of modelling physical instabilities for the horizontal stratified problems
if the characteristic ratio is not less than 0.5. The onset of physical instabilities can only
be observed when the characteristic ratio is less than 0.5.
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